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WITH

SMOKERS

WHO

KNOW...IT’S

JAM ELS FOR
MILDNESS!
Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast-to-coast test
of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels—
and only Camels—for 30 consecutive days, noted throat
specialists, making weekly examinations, reported
$

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT

IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!
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The Year of the Great Return
The glamour of travel and sight-seeing will reach a pitch this year, 1950, that is little precedented. The old country has taken its antiques out of the moth balls of World War II. Gun powder
burns and dust from ruins are brushed off monuments, Advertisements enhance historic sights and
entice the tourists. And the reason behind it all? Pius XII, our Holy Father, has declared that this
year we will observe the Holy Year celebration in spite of the turmoil in which the world has blindly
thrown itself. Our Father has called his children to come to Rome in person or in spirit on a pilgrimage
of reparation and love to reunite themselves to God whom they may have lost sight of these past
troubled years. If this end is not kept in mind, the pilgrimage becomes but a pleasure excursion and
not a means by which we form a closer union with mankind in general and with fellow Catholics in
particular in other countries, so that by love of neighbor we can better love God. Yet, these attractions help greatly to sustain interest in that deep, ever pervading purpose of renewal of our relations
with the God of Peace.

The Holy Year, or more properly called Jubilee Year, first appeared in the Church in 1300 during
the reign of Boniface VIII. Yet the concept of the Jubilee Year finds its foundation in the Old Testament. The book of Leviticus, XXV, 10, puts it thus, “Thou shalt sanctify the fiftieth year and shalt
proclaim remission. to all the inhabitants of thy land, for it is the year of jubilee.” But this jubilee
referred to the remitting of debts, freeing of Hebrew slaves, returning of lands. The Church, however,
spiritualized this custom into the forgiveness of sins. The interval of fifty years was based on the
significance that number had, as shown by authors of the Middle Ages. “The mystical virtue of the
number fifty, which as every reader of the sacred page is aware, is the number of remission.” So from
the very start the purpose of the Holy Year was as Pius XII words it in his prayer for this Jubilee.
“May the Holy Year be for all men a year of purification and sanctification, of interior life and reparation, the year of the great return and of the great pardon.”
Boniface VIII intended the Holy Year to be celebrated every century, however. But St. Bridget
argued that the average span of human life was so short that it rendered it impossible for many to see
any Jubilee in their generation. The next Holy Year was commemorated in 1350. Though the Pope was
in Avignon at the time, a representative cardinal went to Rome for the Jubilee.
The year 1390 saw the next celebration of the Holy Year. Urban VI proposed to hold a Jubilee
every thirty-three years as representative of the period of the sojourn of Christ on earth and also the
average span of human life. After another change, Paul II decreed that the Jubilee should be celebrated
every twenty-five years, and this has been the normal rule ever since. With three execeptions in the nineteenth century, the Jubilee Year has been kept in Rome every twenty-five years since 1450. The political
1875 to be
disturbances of the time were the cause for those three Jubilee celebrations in 1800, 1850 and
suspended. The effects of the French revolution had far reaching influences.

Briefly, the ceremonies of the opening of the Jubilee Year are held on Christmas Eve preceding
Peter’s.
the Year. With a silver hammer the Pope knocks on the Holy Door situated at the right of St.
sealed
that
mortar
the
knock
third
the
At
justice.”
of
gates
the
me
unto
“Open
versicle,
the
sings
He
swept and
the door over the past year is broken and the Pope enters first after penitentiaries have
washed the threshold. Thus begins our year of special remission.
The Holy Year has a special significance for the world today. Our Holy Father calls us home to
renew our filial love. We are prodigals. This past war has seen the final squandering of our inheritance
and we are now “feeding on husks with the swine.” So it is not only a year of repentance if we return
to Our Father, but it is a new start in life.

Holy Mother Church doesn’t have such celebrations just to be doing something. Special graces
is real
and the very love of God, the Holy Ghost, comes to mankind through the Church. Everything
the
and not a mere pageant or entertainment the Church puts on every twenty-five years. Through
provided
special observance of this Jubilee Year God’s mercy will be more manifest than ever before,
of
we turn to Him. God’s gifts are without repentance. It is up to us then to make a success or a failure
this special year of grace.

Pius XII,
In a world that knows of no authority except its own independence, Our Holy Father,
the Mystical
calls us to love the freedom found only in obedience. Never before has the doctrine of XII’s exposiBody in which all the members are subject to the Head been more defined than today. Pius
world will be
tory encyclical, Mystici Corporis, shows us that it is in the Mystical Body that today’s
Church, The Myssaved. That’s why he calls all Christendom to unite this Year in the true fold of the year
of the proclatical Body is the only answer to today’s crisis. The success of this Jubilee Year, the
of its problems
mation of the great pardon, will be the gauge of the world’s progress to the solving
in search

for

Christ, whose

peace.

Through

vicar today

it all the Pope,

Our

Father,

must

be

guide.

the

Trust

him

in

is

trust

in

is Pius XII.

But
“God of All consolation, deep is our misery, grave are our faults, countless are our needs.
our lot in Thy
greater still is our trust in Thee. Conscious of our unworthiness, we lovingly place
Virgin Mary
hands, uniting our weak prayers to the intercession and the merits of the most glorious light the land
and all the Saints. May the rainbow of peace
sanctified by the life and passion of Thy Divine

cover
Son.”

with

the

sweep

of

its

soft

blending

——BERNARD
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NONE

WILL
By Michael

@1 had seen the old guy meet his
Maker. I considered myself quite fortunate

then,

as I do now,

to have

been with him during his last moments. But I am afraid his passing
away will bring no sympathy from
others.
Pop, as a few of us—his friends—
had grown to call him, simply didn’t
cater to standing on a ladder and
blowing his own trumpet to the
world at large. He believed that the
ladder would buckle if he stood on
it for that purpose. Not the ostentatious type, he preferred to live in
anonymity.
Pop’s real claim to distinction lies
in his simplicity (a distinction as I
think

of it, but

which

others

will

undoubtedly dispute).
He had passed his journey on this
earth and had left a more indelible
impression on it than a great many
others will at the moment of death;
for he had motivated and inspired
in his friends the ideals of and the
love for truth and beauty.
Did

he

teach,

then,

one

might

ask? No, that wasn’t quite his occupation, although he can certainly be
termed a teacher in his own right.
Pop didn’t have a job, at least as
far as I can remember. How he managed to live and keep a small house
for himself will remain a mystery.
And that’s the way most of his personal life will remain: a mystery!
He never could get around to telling

me anything about himself because
he seemed to think he mattered little in this world.
March, 1950

He had a
transferred
immediately
him. That’s

CARE
Lory

philosophy of life which
itself to others almost
upon their contact with
where he did his good

on this earth; that’s how he deserves
his praise and recognition among the
world’s great personalities. He constantly exemplified the genius to enjoy the better things of life, to see
the rainbow and sun in the sky despite the heavy thunder-storm, to
smell the sweetness and freshness of
mountain air in an almost continual
atmosphere of smoke and stickiness!
His was a homespun

philosophy,

if you want to call it that, but it was

worth more than a lot of the idealistic trash dished out by some modern “lovers of wisdom”. Pop’s philosophy of life had two feet planted
firmly on solid ground; and_ his
simple living of it offered others the
opportunity to find a true happiness
and interior peace by living likewise.
‘Thus he spent his life and showed

others—perhaps

only a handful of

others—how to construct a beautiful
melody from the discordant squeaks
stemming from the activity of the
world. ‘That’s what I told him as he
lay dying on his cot.
“Pop,”

I said, “the trouble

with

your going is that no one will remember you afterwards. None will
care.
2?

His
spasms
there a
care? I

reply came
of catarrhal
reason why
haven’t done

1950

slowly, amid
coughing. “Ts
anyone should
anything, you

know, to gain attention. Nowadays
you have to do something pretty
important to be known, and I just

didn’t go in for that kind of work.

Most people would say I’m a failure;
but I never had much to start out
with,

and

what

I did

have

I tried

to use in the best way possible.”
I didn’t

want

him

wasting

too

much of his precious breath, so I
broke in with, “Pop, there are a lot

of things that you did which many
of those who would condemn you
will never accomplish. Your plain
living, based on your practical belief
in searching always for the sunny
side of things, has been a constant
inspiration to us who know you. Because of you, Pop, some of us can
go on through life much happier
than we ever could have been without meeting you; and we owe it to
your simplicity, which you modestly consider a mere trifle.”
Perhaps before I had begun speaking, or even while I was speaking,
Pop went to his final reward, just as
simply as he had lived.
And

as I mentioned, no one out-

side of us who called him
care about him. So what if
to praise him! “Step out of
bud,” some may even now

Pop will
I’m here
the way,
be utter-

ing, “we’ve got work to do.

The

wheels of progress have to keep moying at a fast clip these days, and we
along with them. Now step out of
the way; we can’t listen to your

tripe about some old geezer kicking

the bucket! Thousands
day.”

do it every

And so they roll on to their activ-

ities, shining examples of the slogan,
“Look, we’re moving!”
Page
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Where to? That’s the question!
Pop knew.

MANY

to me some time before his death.
“Mike, while going through life you
examine it. After a certain period
you begin to sense the mystification
behind the awe-inspiring phenomena that happens to and about you
every day. And it slowly dawns on
you that these things—the beauty

of the world—cannot end here. It’s

too imperfect and
yond us that you
Someone Who can
ity of this nature’s

yet so much berealize there is
give us the totalimperfect grand-

eur, not on this earth but elsewhere.

You look to Him and His all-powerfulness permeates your very: being;

you cannot help but aim at Him!”
Where to, again? Yes, the old guy
knew; but I wonder if the rest know
the answer too . . . I wonder!

*

*
At

An

*
Unmarked

*

*
Grave

an unmarked grave in frozen
ground
With withered, dying grass around,
I came upon a simple bloom
At

softly blown,

As

though

were

By God to grace a lonely mound.
How proud it stood! Nor bitter cold
Could halt the force the leaves
enfold.
It grew where seeds of love
were sown,
At an unmarked grave.
Is the memoir bloom yet sound?
Or has it faded there among the
brown
Of earth where death is shown?

Perhaps some angel earthward’s
flown

;

To help one breath of life abound,
= “At an unmarked grave.
.—Helen

By Peg Kunka

® Our modern American colleges,
based as they are on
yield to the demands of
ing, high-tension age. In
lum of any college today

democracy,
a fast-movthe curricuwe do not

find the subjects of a century ago.
It has been changed to meet an
ideal of all the centuries before us.
College education is now open to
almost anyone, not just to rich
men’s sons. If you have the ability
to do college work there are many
scholarships available. This change
in the student body has forced
Greek and Latin grammar to be replaced with practical courses such
as engineering, business, laboratory
research, teaching, and dietetics. A
schedule of subjects related to the
major is set up early in the four
years and is rigorously followed
until each required course is completed. On graduation from an intensive study of a field a person is
theoretically completely qualified to
enter a Career.

a monument

grown

Duderstadt.

Unfortunately, in any good thing
there are many flaws, even though
we may not recognize them as such.
One flaw in this curriculum is that
required courses tend to be endured
rather than profited by, and too

many

times

required

courses

out-

number courses chosen by the desire of the student.
In some of the more progressive
universities required courses are at
4a minimum, and entrance into those

is directed by the grade achieved on
a placement test. If you pass the test,
you are qualified for an advanced
course in the same subject. To fill
a requirement
there are many
courses offered in the same field, any
one of which is acceptable.
Another flaw of the modern cur-

riculum is its exclusion of a subject
which,

much

more

than _ others,

should be required of any college
student; a course in appreciating
our

Page 4
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Just as he commented

heritage

and

through

that

ap-

preciation understanding our fellow

men.
To know a job is important because from it you derive a living
wage, but without a knowledge of
how to use it for real enjoyment of
living, that wage is not as satisfying.
A man’s talents are many. They do
not fall into a single classification.
He may be a marvelous engineer,
but also he may love music. Must
he put aside his music for work?
Rather
many.

not.

He

A

man’s

must

have,

needs

are

besides

his

work, beauty and kindness and understanding. He cannot derive those
from his classes in calculus or teaching principles or bacteriology. Then
what?
In our demand for a fast pace of
living there must be a slowing down.
Eyery person must relax, and too
few persons know how. We must
teach in our colleges the things in
life that help us relax.
What

about

a course

arts, covering
philosophy,
studies,

history

literature,

in

natural

and_

art,

basic

sciences,

and

social
music?

It could be organized under a single
lecturer with a guest lecturer for
each classification. It it met for only
an hour a week for a year, at the
end of that year students would
have at least a taste of geology and
Plato, Chinese history and the caste

system in India, a summary of some
of the great classic literature, the
techniques in a piece of art, and an
enjoyment of a good symphony or
classical song.
This is not a new idea. It is being
offered on a graduate level by several universities, and results have
been succesful enough to warrant a

try on

undergraduate

university

offers

levels. One

almost

the

same

things in one semester, but it is very

incomplete.
(Continued

on

page

22)
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WINTER

LONG

AGO

churn’s plunger, Mrs. Powell went
to the barn with two pails and her

small stool. The
By Jeannie Stewart
@ A rooster was crowing.

There

was the sound of water being poured
and the bucket was set down with
a rattle. Mellie stirred a bit and
then with a sudden start she
awoke. “That must be someone
starting breakfast. It will soon be
daybreak,” she thought. Immediate-

ly her thoughts turned to little Joey
beside her. ‘The baby was still sleeping soundly.
In a few moments Mellie was
dressed and stood by the huge fireplace warming herself. ‘This young
pioneer woman of nineteen had
spent the night with Dan’s mother,
Mrs. Powell, while he and his father,

‘Tom Powell, had gone to Gallipolis
for supplies. It had been a hard
winter and the ground was blanket-

ed with snow for many weeks. Dan
did not want her to stay at their
place alone while he made the day’s
journey, so she consented that she
and Joey would stay with his mother. But the trip took longer than
they expected and the animals needed food. Her mind was made up.
She would start back at daybreak.
She had often walked the three
miles and had not heard of any wild
beast in that neighborhood for some
time.
“You up Mellie? Should have stayed in bed a little longer until the
room is warmed up. It’s bitter cold

out,” greeted
walked

with

Mrs.
an

Powell as she

armful

of

wood.

Before she could kick the door shut
a blast of cold wind rushed in after
her. Mellie shivered at this preview
of the long trek ahead, but it would
be difficult getting through the rest
of the winter if the animals died.

of the flames that lashed from the
open fire place. Shortly the scent of
ham intermingled with the smell of
coffee.
“If you get the sorghum off the
top shelf this gravy will be done in
a minute and then we can eat,” said

Mrs. Powell. This done, a hearty
breakfast was eaten by both women.
Joey began to stir and whimper so
he was rolled in a blanket and fed
by the fire. Mrs. Powell was amused
at the way the baby’s toes managed
to escape from the covering and
stretch towards the friendly crackling flames. It was then that the
gray of morning began to intrude
through the high windows and detract from the frollicking illumi-

nation of the fireplace. Mellie made
her announcement that she was going that day. “They have met with
some sort of difficulty and may be
delayed for quite a time and I can’t
just let things go at home.” No
amount of descriptions of possible
dangers on the way could dissuade
her.

the earthen floor, and thrust its nose

in the stream. Mrs. Powell found
herself feeling glad that the milk
was not entirely wasted.
The kickers were on their usual
post, and she was fastening these on
the cow’s legs so that she could resume the milking when she heard

dogs’ barking.

It sounded as if it

might be King and Sargent. She
opened the upper half of the door
and saw two men approaching from
the north. “It’s Dan and Tom.” The
dogs came in panting and helped the

cat to lap up the milk. When the
men came nearer she called to them
to come to the barn. Each man had

a pack horse laden with supplies.
“The snow had drifted down by
Lincoln Ridge so badly that we were
afraid to travel late. So Straits put
us up for the night and we shoveled
through this morning,” said Dan as
he approached. “Is Mellie at the
house?’

now.”

After feeding the chickens and doing other chores such as churning

Dan was immediately alarmed.
Tom also revealed an uneasy look in

butter,

that

is, after

mending

the

“Mellie was worried about the
stock,” said Mrs. Powell, “and start-

ed home on foot since you two had
the horses.

She left about

an hour

ago. I expect she is nigh home by

his eye. “You take care of these supplies and we will ride towards my
place; maybe we can overtake her,”
said Dan.

“Is something wrong?” she asked.
Tom

looked down.

not, but

it is best

time.”

ing out from under the dancing lid
and filled every crevice of the log-

March, 1950

the bucket, half full of warm, foamy

milk rolling to the door. Mrs. Powell
saved the bit of milk that was left
in the bucket but the yellow cat saw
a white river winding its way down

Joey was arrayed in a warm shawl
and a blanket so that he resembled
a bundle instead of a baby. When
Mellie had clothed herself equally
well they started for home. Mrs.
Powell watched them as they distanced the clearing and when they
neared the woods she began her
work, saying to herself, “It’s bad
luck to watch someone out of sight.”

“IT am quite warm here by the fire.
The coffee is in the pot and should
be boiling soon.” It was not long
until the smell of coffee started oozfashioned room. The odor was much
farther-reaching than the warmth

milking went as

well as milking can go in weather
that necessitates blowing on the
hands to keep them from freezing.
At one of these pauses in the milking the “mean spotted cow’ performed one of her kicks that sent

same
Illustration

by

Virginia

MacMillan

‘They

we

started

trail that Mellie

“Most likely
don’t

out

waste

on

the

took earlier.

When they entered the woods
‘Tom asked Dan if his powder was
Page 5
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dry. Dan nodded in the affirmative.
Mellie’s tracks were so plain in the
snow that the men could follow

them. Suddenly Tom pulled back on
the reins and pointed to other
tracks. His other hand automatically
went for the powder horn. The bullet and

the wad

were

inserted and

the barrel was ready to be rammed.
Dan riding abreast of his father,

looked at the tracks also. His heart
sank for mixed with Mellie’s tracks
were the huge marks of a_bear’s
paw. Yes, the hungry bear he had

seen prowling, was out for food.
Grimly they advanced. If only Dan
had had his musket when he spied
the burly creature before. They were
afraid to hurry to what they expected to find. Gory scenes flashed
through Dan’s mind with every lope

of his horse. Neither spoke as they
followed the path through the
woods.

have

Dan

time

thought,

“She

to be home

would

now

if—”

Down the gulley and over the creek
and there were both tracks still. Dan
gave his father a look of despair.

At the top of the slope it was not

WESTWARD

By Gee Byrd

® One night last month it was reported to be 47 below zero in a

fast walk, strong hard feet, and a
heart as big as the mountains itself.

small Montana town. Lately some-

On

one came up to me in the arcade

riding a small paint-horse, and as I

with a sly grin to say he heard it

look

was “mighty cold out your way,
Gee.” And this evening my mind
has once again, in its usual aggravating fashion, begun to wander
westward. As the Underwood forms
the words,

I can see those fascinat-

ing places that occupy my life during the summer months. Now they
are beautifully, peacefully snow-

bound. These favorite places of
mine are to be found up in the
high-country, the wilderness area of
the Big Horn Mountains. The snow

remains

on

the highest

peaks

all

year, and as we swelter down in the

valley with one hundred degrees in
the shade we can cool our scorching
eyes by gazing upon the snowcaps.

this particular
back

on

sojourn

I was

it, it seems

he

had

none of the afore-mentioned quallities. He would gaze upon me each
morning with eyes of hatred as I
would lead him away from the lush
mountain grass where he had been
picketed for the night. Near the end
of the trip I felt it would be much

easier for me to catry him for his
every step became on effort.
One of the cowboys who had
come with us was riding a young,
green-broke mare he was handling

for a local rancher. He called her
“Wampus” and she certainly was
a foul-tempered filly. Every morning when he would try to put the
rig on her she would blow the pin
and put on a little rodeo for us,
crashing through the timber under
the branches, trying to scrape off
the saddle. All this time her head

far to the clearing. Would it be
possible for Mellie to make the cottage? Would the bear dare go near
the house for his prey? These notes
of hope were pushed out of Dan’s
mind and he felt that tragedy had
struck. There was the clearing ahead.
He was afraid to look ahead as he

one must reach these areas on horseback, sometimes taking three or
four days on the trail. I can remem-

rode. Tracks, tracks, always the two

never forget it. We didn’t plan on

she’d forget this violent dislike for

leaving until the first week in August, as there is still much snow in

make a lady of her, she would

prints. There is the rail fence.
What’s this? The bear’s tracks turn
at the fence. He raises his eyes
heavenward and in doing so sees in

the distance a cloud of smoke curling from the chimney of his home.

Even during the summer months,

ber so clearly, even

now,

every de-

tail of my first pack trip. It’s been
almost six years, but I guess I'll

the high country until then. Our
destination was the highest point in
the Big Horns known as Cloud’s
Peak.

It’s

13,158

feet

above

sea-

Yes, the bear had followed to the
fence but had been too cautious to

level there, and any topographical
map will plainly show a glacier is

carry his pursuit any farther.

found on the side. But the prize of
the whole scene is at the foot of the
peak. Surrounded by high rock cliffs

There was no talk, just an exchange of knowing looks and a deep
sigh ending in a “Thank You God.”
When Mrs. Powell visited Mellie
and Dan

some time after the thaw,

she noticed a new floor covering. In

front of the fireplace Joey sat on a
bear

skin

rug

toes towards

stretching
Sep
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his little

the crackling fire.

on two sides, and with Cloud’s Peak
at

the

far

end,

is beautiful

Lake

Solitude. The impressiveness of this
view will remain with me forever.

Cloud’s

Peak

is

located

forty

was held high, with the reins free.
She knew if her head came down,
she would step on a rein, and her

worries would be over. As soon as
the man

who

was

mer down and
be on its way.

attempting

the caravan

to
sim-

would

Most of the trail is through the
timber, and it was quite refreshing
to come suddenly upon miniature
lakes that are as picturesque as their
names imply. Even the trail itself is
like something from a story book.
[t’s called the Dutch Oven Trail;
over its many winding miles one
comes upon Emerald Lake, Grace
Lake, Cliff Lakes and Lake of the
Roughs (the latter referring to the

high, jagged peaks that surround the

miles from our home in the foothills. And believe me, every step of

water).

the way is uphill. You need a good

enables

mountain horse for a trip of this
sort, one with good wind, a steady,

wild

Traveling

one

through

this

to see many

life—deer,
(Continued

elk,
on

country

types

grouse,
page

of
sage
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MICROCARDS—ANOTHER

STEP

too for that matter) are so expensive

that

indefinite

By John Long

mentioned

@ Necessity is still the mother of
invention. One of the most interesting and important inventions of
recent years is the brainchild of Mr.
Fremont Rider, and of the men who

have worked with him, to produce
something really new—microcards.

All agree that the rapid strides of
our civilization depend upon the
printed word for exchanging ideas.
Radio and_ television have done
much in communication and educa-

tion, but they cannot replace the
printed word. Not even the movies
have the educational importance of
books. But it seems that microcards are destined to replace the
printed book as we know it; that
is, to replace it in many instances,
yet not altogether.
Mankind has always shifted into
a higher gear with the invention of
some

important

new

means

of re-

cording and transmitting ideas. ‘Ihe

Egyptians evolved their early culture

because of their skill in writing language. But long before the beginnings of written history we know
that men made signs of a more
elementary nature on rocks and bark
as a prop to memory, or to leave
messages for others.
But the Egyptians took a step
farther along the road when they
began to write the spoken language.
This is much more satisfactory than
mere signs. The transition to written language was probably very slow,
and developed because certain of
the previously written signs became

associated with definite words of the
spoken tongue.
Eventually certain signs came to
stand

for

alphabet

certain

was

complicated

sounds,

ready

and

the

to replace the

sign-writing

of

the

Egyptians. Peoples of the East used
the Egyptian alphabet without the
signs, and thus made

the next step,

phonetic writing. This means, briefly, that the word

is written accord-

ing to its sound, and the sound can
Mr.

Rider has proved

March,

1950

in the book

be reproduced by a man reading the
written word. Nearly all modern
languages are phonetic to a greater
or lesser degree.
During all the ages from the invention of written language, perhaps
4000 B.C., man

gradually improved

the writing materials. Most of the
books were in the form of long rolls
of parchment or more commonly
papyrus, which were not too con-

venient to handle. The early Christians are credited with the adoption

of the sewn book as we have it today, because they wanted to be able
to consult any of the Holy Books of

the Bible. If these books were written on several long rolls, they would
be much more difficult to consult.
The “codex,” or book of pages sewn
together at the back, has replaced
the scroll altogether, because of the
former’s greater utility.
The next great step was taken in
1450, by Johannes Gutenberg, who
invented movable printer’s-type. Together with all the inventions that
supplemented it, the printing press
has revolutionized modern society.
There is no field of human activity
that has not been affected by Gutenberg’s invention.
So successful has been the printing press in the multiplication of
books that the present output is

burying

growth

along

the

present lines seems an impossibility.
Yet
there
must
be continued
growth, and the rate of growth, as

librarians and scholars in

mountains of printed material and
library catalogue cards. All the items
which constitute the library (books,
cards, shelving, catalogues, assistants

above,

must

itself

in-

crease continually.
The point is, that we must now

make another step, a step that will
revolutionize certain aspects of publishing and library science. The step
which Mr. Rider proposed and, together with the cooperating Microcard Corporation (of which he is
President) has developed, is micro-

cards. By a photographic process, a
greatly reduced photograph of the
book is printed on standard library-

size (7.5 by 12.5 centimeters) . These
cards

are

read

by

means

of

the

microcard reader, an efficient instru-

ment, currently selling at one hundred and eighty-five dollars, but
which will in time become less expensive. The microcard, which can

be filed right in the catalogue, will
take the place of the large printed
book. One card will contain as

much as one hundred pages of print,
and in the reader each of these pages
is restored to a standard, easily-readable size.
This may not seem so remarkable, nor any more a solution to the
problems raised above than are
microfilms and better library techniques. Mr. Rider goes into detail
on this point in The Scholar and the
Future of the Research Library,
much more thoroughly than we can
here, but a few considerations

will

probably answer the question satisfactorily.

Microcards will not only take the
place of the bulky book as we now
have it (once more remembering
that this is not a universal substitution, but one which will be made in
more and more fields as time goes
on). This will mean immense savyings in book purchase, for microcards will retail at from about five
cents to twenty cents, varying according to different circumstances
of production, etc. Likewise there
will be no costs for binding and repair, and some of the library operations now necessary before the
book is ready for distribution will
also be eliminated.
Page
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The microcard may also replace
one or several of the cards in the
card catalogue itself. For example,
the library user may look in the catalogue under Buildings, Prefabricated and either find the microcardbook that he wants, or a notice that

it is already out, and by what day
it should be returned. As it is now,
the user must look up the subject
in the catalogue, go to the shelves

or more likely write out a call-slip,
and hope that the book will be in.
When he gets the book, he may find
it is not what he really wanted.
With the microcard system, he
could immediately examine
the

THE

SAD

AND

THE
By Michael

in

®@ Lent is already well entrenched
the soil of our liturgical year.

Woeful to admit, we have advanced

thus far and many of us yet wear
our hearts dejectedly because of our
misconceptions of the spirit of Lent.
The reason, these among us will
say, is that “one is supposed to be
sad and sorrowful during Lent.”
How

sad!—that is, how

sad for the

persons who claim this!

Microcards

will

allow

even

small college libraries to hold a col-

lection that was beyond the possibilities of much larger libraries formerly.

Anyone acquainted with modern
library practice and its problems, or

we might say anyone with a good
imagination, will begin to see what
tremendous possibilities microcards
have, for the immediate future, and

indeed for the present, for they are

already being published in number.
It will suffice for us to point out
that they solve the major problems

of today, all in one blow.
(Continued
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Lory
forty days of penance and mottification.” Of course, that’s assuming
that Lenten-tide implies sadness and

SOITOW.
Surely penance involves some sadness and sorrow; but these things
are mere means towards an end—
not the ends themselves!
The real end of Lent is happiness!

In what

needn’t be

sense can we assert that

happiness
Lent?

is very much

The

answer

a part of

will

be

drawn

out logically when we first endeavor

If the librarian does not like the
system we have suggested for filing
the microcard books right in the
catalogue, there are obviously many
alternate systems possible. But never
before was such service possible as
microcards can now afford.

able.

LENT

Are we shocked? We

(of which several inexpensive models are already developed) and see
whether the book will really help
him.

of the collection, which is not desir-

OF

if we engender the correct attitude
towards it.

book by means of a “scrutinizer”’

The savings on space which microcards allow, or rather by their very
nature impose, is not the least consideration by any means. Many libraries are much overcrowded. ‘The
Public Library here in Dayton has
a collection much too large for the
present accommodations,
and a
building adequate for the needs of
the future will require no small investment. Many libraries have separate storage buildings for large parts

GLAD

to eliminate the false views on sadness and sorrow in Lent.

Those two are all right—up to a
certain point! After that, it comes
time for the thought of happiness
to step in; but some of us stubbornly
continue plodding along with sadness and sorrow as “boon” companions.
It’s not to be denied that sorrow
is needed, for the motive that we
all have some faults and_ guilts.
These imperfections to our soul life
tend to multiply the longer we put
off applying the proper spiritual

salve to them. We thus produce a
Let’s see what
behind Lent.

is the right idea

It’s quite true that Lent is a peni-

certain amount of sorrow and sadness, which can be the spiritual
salves aiding us to recover from our
faults; and that should be the appropriate station of sorrow! How-

doesn’t

ever, we are aiming at something

connote dejection and misery, unless the nerve centers of our mental
associations have become crossed.
If we affirm that sadness is the
focal-point of Lent, it rapidly becomes no mystery at all why we get
a bad taste in the mouth the moment any good-meaning neighbor
mentions something about Lent and

much higher—a firmer love of God,
with the hapiness and peace of soul
that are its concomitants.
Actually underlying our sadness in

tential season, but penance

its practices. No wonder many of us
would welcome a jet-plane trip from
Ash

Wednesday

Holy

Saturday.

disdain

enter

to

the

Only
our

middle

disgust

minds

when

of

and
we

speculate those “gruelling, torturous

Lent

is

the

love

of

God,

which

means happiness! Perceived in this
light, happiness should dominate
the Lenten scene and likewise be
the first association to focus in our

mind when Lent or any other liturgical season is recalled.
We can look at this idea of sadness-happiness
(Continued

from
on

still
page

another
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A

MATTER

OF

BALANCE

By Richard Baird
@ The crack that sounded simultaneously with Veek McCarthy’s
entrance into the ballroom would
have done justice to the wreck of
Old 97. There was no mistake about
the damage being almost as bad as
Casey’s final run. Untying his long
legs from the neck of the colored
waiter—lying wide-eyed in the midst
of trays, bottles, sandwiches, and ice

—Veek looked out from under his
lettuce-beef headpiece and blinked.
“Where did you come from?” he
demanded. “How come you walked
right in front of me?”
The

waiter,

frightened

at

first,

looked around him at the forest of
lace,

organdy,

black

trousers,

and

white coats. He could feel the spirit
of sympathy on his side, and noting
the sly wink from Perry Warren, he
looked directly at the beet-red Veek.
“Well,” he said, “I been workin’

Veek blew his top. With a roar
he plowed through the people and
grabbed Jerry Warren by his coat
lapels. “I ought to punch you in
the horn,” he grated.
Jerry thrust his hands deeper in
his jacket pockets, and laughed. “Go
ahead, but you know you shouldn’t.”
Veeck saw Jerry’s date, sympathy in
her eyes, shake her head, almost
begging him not to make matters
any worse. McCarthy dropped his
hands and walked toward a table.

The crowd broke up, and soon the
dance was in full swing again. Veek
sat by himself, his huge body bunched low in a too-small chair. He
hadn’t seen that waiter when he
came in; it was like opening a door
and falling down the stairs. He had
been doing similar things for so long
it seemed as if there would never be
an end. He thought of Patty Ryan,

that,

he also knew

up and brushed his tux, and turning
to leave, he heard a loud whisper.
“The
again.”

big boy

didn’t get a date

Veek’s first instinct was to punch
the honker of the man who had
made the remark, but he knew better. He looked at the litter on the
floor. The waiter was busy cleaning
up. “Some mess, huh?” he said, as

he stooped to pick up a broken dish.
“Just like a bull in a China shop,”

Illustration

by

Sue

Pohlmeyer

Jerry's date, and the way she had
looked at him when Jerry had been
rding him. His one date with her
had ended in a calamity when he
stood up too fast and spilled her
dinner in her lap. He had been
much too embarrassed to ever ask
again. He had intentionally avoided
her after that, in class, on the campus, wherever they chanced to meet.
Nothing she could do could change
his misery.
A feminine voice interrupted his
black thoughts. “Jerry and I have a
kind of bet,” Patty Ryan announced, “but I don’t think you'll do it.”

“Maybe I’m supposed to hang by
toes outside the window, or

the same voice came back from the

my

crowd.

something,” Veek snarled. “Whad-

March, 1950

“Both of us are sure you can’t, my
boy, and if you do you can take Pat
home and I'll stop riding you.”

“You're on,” Veek replied. “Get
the tray.”
“Pll get the same waiter to help
us,” Pat said hastily. “He’ll want to
see this.” She hurried off, casting a
backward glance at Veek. There was
something strange and haunting
about that glance.
Several minutes later Veek was
ready to run the gamut. From the
kitchen to the ballroom, on both
sides of the corridors, his fellow stu-

was

the scene

begun to break. He picked himself

“What if I do it?” Veek demanded. “Do I get a cluster to my Dewey
button?”

huge

and

heavy,

almost

over-

flowing with bottles, sandwiches, ice,

McCarthy knew the feeling of the
Prom crowd was against him. More
than

“Nope,” Jerry answered, “Pat says
you can’t carry a loaded tray like
the one the waiter was carrying from
the kitchen to our table without
dropping it or bumping into someone. I don’t think you can either,
so we've come to try you out.”

dents stood waiting for the disaster
they full expected to come. The tray

here for fifteen years, goin’ by that
door a hundred times a night, and
you is the first person to run into
me. Most people think to look fo’
they barge nght through a door like
that.”

had been his fault—not really intentional, but brought about by his
usual bad-luck entrance. He was
roaring inside, but he kept his outward composure—although it had

da ya lookin’ for, Jerry, more blood?”
Veek asked.

and dishes — almost the identical
load Veek had sent crashing to the
floor an hour before. The colored
waiter kept hovering about, guarding the tray, keeping the curious
from disturbing the delicate balance.
Only Patty was permitted to come
close.
Veek looked aghast at the load.
He'd never make it! He’d only look
sitly and cause another mess. He
heard Jerry’s laugh. “Pick it up, big
boy. This is gonna be the long voyage home.”
Veek lifted the tray. It teetered
dangerously in his hands, but nothing fell. Hoisting it over his head
with his right hand, he carefully

placed one foot before the other. If
the floor had dropped away beneath
lum he wouldn’t have been surprised. The people lining the corridors
seemed to close in on him. Jerry

and Pat were almost treading on his
heels.
(Continued

on

page

11)
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@Grey-purple shadows of late
afternoon stole down from the
loftier peaks of the Maricopa Mountains toward the little cowtown of

The

played at many of the tables, and
in the rear, a roulette game was in
full swing.

Showdown

By James M. Cooney

Tres Arboles, nestled in the eastern

foothills of that range. High in the
still, brassy sky, a cartwheeling
eagle suspiciously eyed a column of
Arizona cavalry as it departed from
the town. Then, with one last disdainful swoop, it soared home to
its aerie in the West
Had

the feathered

monarch

not

been so hasty in leaving the haunts
of his hated enemy, he might have
noticed two dust-caked riders, garbed

in

cowman’s

regalia,

approaching

town from opposite directions. Not
that these two were much different
from the many travelers descending
upon the little community for a
Saturday night of drinking, provisioning, and general conviviality—
but the eagle, being the bird that
he is, may have sensed something
portentous about the pair... .
of

Benjamin “Buck” Stuart, owner
the Sitting4+ ranch over near

Arapaho

Wells, grinned in antici-

pation of the evening’s revelry. Fall
roundup was almost over, and his
boys were bunching the cattle for

looked out of a window to see the
cause of the commotion, and what

a sight he would have witnessed!
A tall, raw-boned cowboy, astride
a prancing, mottled pony was announcing his dimensions and inten-

tions to all who cared to listen.
“Ah’m Dan Dallice—friends call
me ‘Dallas,’ an’ yore all ma friends!”
he shouted gleefully, holstering his
hardware. “Ah’m six-foot tall and
fo’ foot wide. Ah’ve been playing
nuss maid to thes Arizona dogies
for so long, ah’ve worked up a right
admirable thirst! An’ ah’m gonna
drink ever’thin’ that flows”
The
moved

crowd
on.

just

After

grinned

all,

ences were common
country. The cowboys
and played harder—it
of their way of life.
Straight-arming his
the bat-wing doors of
Saloon, the refreshed

such

and
occur-

in this range
worked hard
was all a part
way through
the Star-Lite
Buck Stuart

Monday’s drive to the railroad spur
for shipment to market.
“Hope the boys don’t mind me
a ‘sneakin’ off this way,” he told his
horse,

Wadi,

trayed

his

in a voice which

Texas

ancestry.

The trail broadened into the be-

ginning of Wide Street, the “busi-

gaming

“Yeah,” grinned Buck. “Cain’t see

it myself, though.”
“Me

neither,”

“Drink?”

he

replied

asked,

Dallas.

motioning

to-

ward their empty glasses.
The two introduced themselves,
and upon discovering that they both
were from Texas, they fell to discussing the present epidemic of
hoof-and-mouth disease, range conditions, and the good old days in
Texas. Round followed round of
drinks, and the new friendship was
beginning to mellow. Presently, Dallas cursed Tres Arboles for being
such a quiet “preacher’s town.”
“Let’s go down to the Continental,”
he said, naming the town’s other
saloon.

in loud, heated

Lightly brushing Wadi’s flanks with

Page 10

the

Buck and Dallas became engaged

ness thoroughfare” of Tres Arboles.

entered the hotel. Had he not been
bathing at the time, he could have

indicating

Wide and Long as this heah StahLite place!” said Dallas, designating the humorous coincidence made
by the crossing of Tres Arboles’ two
main streets.

them fellas’ve been tuh town twice
since ah have, an’ ah feel like celebratin’!”

played upon the dusty air along
Wide Street soon after Buck had

“eh?”

tables.

“Why, it’s the same distance from

“But

A tap dance of six-shooters’ shots

go,

“Too far,” complained Buck.

be-

the rowels of his spurs, Buck headed
him for the Chicago Hotel, the
town’s only hostelry. “A bath an’
change o’ duds will shore feel
mighty good,” he mused, handing a
stable boy his horses’s reins with
one hand, while reaching for a coin
with the other.

A man came through the swinging doors and up to the bar. It was
Dan Dallas. He took up a position
next to Buck, ordered a rye-andwater, spoke a few congenial words
to the bartender, and downed the
drink. Then he too, took up a leaning stance against the bar, facing
the room. Noticing Buck for the
first time, he said, “Easy come, easy

Illustration

by

Eladio

Yenderrozos

paused to accustom his eyes to the
place’s dimness It was still bright

Outside,

the

debate.

the boardwalks

false-front

buildings

between

and

the

dutsy, horselined street were crowd-

outside, and now he stood blinking

ed with people. Women, their arms

awhile in the room’s staleness. Approaching the bar, he leaned upon
its comfortable, waist-high surface
and hoisted a booted foot to the

lively children. Some families
grouped around buckboard wagons,

rail along the bottom of it. Drink
ordered, he turned to survey the
crowded interior of the saloon. Here
and there an acquaintance nodded
or spoke to Buck.

Poker

was being

full of sacked provisions, called to
visiting, or waiting for other members of the family to put in an appearance. Pretty, dark-eyed Mexican
senoritas in colorful dresses paraded
in pairs along the walks, waiting for
the weekly dance to begin.

The Exponent

Suddenly a cowboy burst from the |
Star-Lite. “Look out! They’re gonna
pace ’em off, Bucky and Dallas!” he
cried warningly.
A gunfight! Here in peaceful old
Tres Arboles? Men hurried to untie
horses and rigs from the hitch-racks
along the street. Frantic women
gathered children into stores. Dogs
velped excitedly in the general confusion. Presently Dallas strode
angrily from the saloon, followed
closely by Buck.
“You

go down

in front of yore

blasted Continental, an’ ah’ll stand
here!’ Buck threw at Dallas. “When

you get theh, turn around an’ start
walkin’ back.
frum heah!”

Ah’ll

do

the

same

“Ditto!” gritted Dallas. “Nothin’
personal, you understand?”

“Nothin’
Buck.

personal,” repeated

“It’s

just

somethin’

which

needs doin’, that’s all,” he added.

Tension gripped the spectators
with its cold fingers. It was so dark!
Suppose some lead went wild? There
was a general easing back among
them. A horse stamped once. Another whinnied. The two men were
getting nearer to each other. ‘They
both took about the same size steps.
Closer . . . closer . . . a baby cried,
then stopped in the middle of a
loud “Wah!” as if someone had
hastily clamped an ungentle hand
over its mouth.
“Glory be!” a cowboy ejaculated
hoarsely. “They'll be right on top
o’ each other!”
Buck arrived at the intersection
of Wide and Long Streets first. Dallas pulled up some seconds later.
Strangely, neither had made a move
to draw his weapon!
‘See? You danged fool” exploded
Buck. “Ah told you it’s fu’ther from
the Continental to heah than it is
from the Stah-Lite!”

Soon, from every point of vantage, frightened but curious onlookers were watching the silent tableau
called

to

Dallas

from the deserted street. Evening
shadows were deepening visibly now.
Dark came quickly in this country,

bucked,

and

seemed

almost

alive,

but everything stayed on.
At last Veek

lowered

the mon-

strous tray to Jerry’s table.

An in-

voluntary cheer arose from the spectators. Jerry spoke to him. “Okay,
big boy, you win, but I don’t understand it. I couldn’t have done it.”

—Dorothy

‘Tres

“You

Veek

the

Burgess.

Warning
The days slip by
While sunbeams play,
Yet shadows lie
And vainly try
And softly cry
To warn today—
That all must die
And all should pray.
—Anon.

*

*

*

the

dance

Veek

seemed

*

were

wonderful,”

she

said

softly. “I’m so glad you did it.
hoped you would—even though
did bet you couldn’t.”

and already lights were burning in

1950

Veek was never quite sure how he
made it to the table without dropping tray and all. The journey seemed a nightmare of miles of staring
eyes. The big tray swayed, teetered,

happy again with Pat on his arm.

Drink deep—the glass
Is full—and near!
Come, lad and lass,
Drink deep! The glass
Too soon will pass
And disappear.
Drink deep—the glass
Is full—and near!

ster high over his hip, to make walk-

March,

Too bad, big boy.”

After

Drink Up

ing easier. The high heels of his
boots kicked up little spurts of dust

Dallas stepped tensely, slightly
crouched, eyes slitted to see better
his opponent. Buck strode upright,
arms bent at the elbows, his right
hand slightly brushing his six-gun.
His lips moved. Praying? Hardly!
More likely, he was calling down
imprecations upon the heads of Dallas and his ancestors.

“Almost dropped it,” Jerry chortled, “and you're only half-way there.

ed. “Sho’ is.”

the Star-Lite, Buck hitched his hol-

of

Half-way to the table—no smashup yet—but Veek’s arm was beginning to tire. His slow, one-armed
pace was beginning to tell. His fingers ached. The tray swayed, and
Veek bent his knees to regain his
balance.

people.” He winked at Pat as he
left. “Sho’ is a big tray,” he chuckL

Pushing forward from in front of

buildings

page 9)

this stuff right now,” he said hastily.
“Need it real bad fo’ some other

the Continental Saloon.

the

OF BALANCE
from

The colored waiter hurried up and

“Ah’m on mah way!” yelled Dallas from his position in front of

most of
Arboles.

(Continued

whisked the tray away. “Got to have

in the street.
“Ready?” Buck
down the street.

MATTER
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grinned as he took her to

door.

“Surprised

myself,”

he

said. “Just a matter of balance.
Well, I'll see you tomorrow night,
Pat. Good night.”
Back in the kitchen the colored
waiter was very busy. “Never saw
so much Scotch tape,” he chuckled.
“But it was sure worth it.” He tipped the loaded tray at a sharp angle.
The load began to slip slowly, but
stayed on. He took a new ten-dollar bill from his pocket and kissed
it. “Yep, lots o’ Scotch tape to stick
that stuff on there, but sho’ was
worth it.”
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THE

GREAT

BATTLE

OF

1882

I says like this—Socrates

Albertus

Hardin, Art Thou A Man??

If you

receive the call to the helm of your
fair city can you perform your duties
with a sinful lust for alcohol in your
bosom? No!! And You Know You

By Rogers Harlan
@lt
started
hadn’t
man in,

was them Democrats that
it, Aunt Jullie says. If they
tried so hard to push their
Uncle Soc would’ve made it

without no stir at all. But that is
the way them Democrats do, Aunt
Jullie says. She says there ain’t a
good one in the lot. She says look
at them old time Romans. She says

she’s heard

tell they was

Demo-

Well,

I can’t say about that, but

they sure gave my Uncle Soc a run

for his money when he got made
candydate for
You’ve never
Gee-eee! He’s
fifty, with two

mayor of this town.
seen my Uncle Soc?
a great big man, ’bout
chins, a large, black,

bristly mustache,

side-burns, fierce

little grey eyes and suspenders. His
nose? I don’t rightly recollect what

shape it is, but it’s as big as the rest
of him and red. From being in the
wind, Aunt Jullie says. And _ his

full name is Socrates Albertus Hardin. Ain’t that a name, though? He
says he is called after one of our
ancestors.

But
about.
Uncle
square
makin’

this here election I was tellin’
Well, it sure caused a stir.
Soc has a big saloon on the
and them Democrats was
an awful fuss over it. They

figured they had somethin’ all right.
They went about talkin’, particular
to the women,

and sayin’, “Do you

want a drunken saloon-keeper for
your mayor? Do you want one who
swills booze, at the helm of your
town, guiding your future? What

kind of an example will such a crea-

ture hold up to your children? Ladies, it is your duty to avert this
tragedy
by urging your husbands
vote

for

Wheatley.”

our

And

candydate,

Lem

all that kind

of

stuff. It was scandalous.
They had to hit at Uncle Soc because they could not dare brag up
Lem

them

any

account.

Well,

anyhow,

all this spiteful talk thay made didn't do Uncle Soc no good. Some
women even made their husbands
stay away from his place. But that

was hard because around election
time he sort of gave free beer and
sandwiches away. Not to Democrats though, mind you. He said
there weren’t no use wastin’ things

crats.

to

the family and their ain’t none of

Wheatley.

He

ain’t nothin’,

never had an honest job in his life.
All he ever did was politick in the
county. Aunt Jullie says she knows
Page 12

on them that didn’t appreciate it.
But he’d stand treat to party people,

Republicans and those that hadn’t
made

their

minds

last especially.

words. But the effect weren’t what
he’d hoped for. There wasn’t no
more than a polite clapping and a

buzz of astonishment.

Uncle Soc

had started to get down from the
stool. But he is as sharp as a tack.
He saw where the shoe pinched
right enough so he climbs back up

real quick and shouts, “But I keep
the saloon. It ain’t any of my concern how others spends their time.”

with too many folk. Somethin’ just
to be done

Oh, it were wonderful the way
Uncle Soc could roll out them big

Them

yet.

help. He said if he was social with
people they’d see what a fine mayor
he’d make.
But just the same, this aggravatin’
talk about “My, what a drunkard
Soc Hardin is” kept getting around.
It was hurtin’ of his good standin’
had

And so, my good friends,

forever from this day forth, I abstain from, abjures, and henceforth
shuns liquor.”

said it might

up

He

Cannot!

or come

people’d vote for Lem

election,

Wheatley.

Lem never drank much because he
could get stinkin’ drunk on such a
little bit that everybody laughed at
him. But that ain’t the way he
tells it.
Anyhow, Uncle Soc got to fig-

urin’, and one morning just after
breakfast when the bar was filled up,
he says, “Gents,” he says, “I got an
announcement to make. At long

last,” he says, standing on a big stool
in the middel of the floor, “my con-

scious has caught up with me.” He
paused for effect, and them people
in the saloon all let out a big cheer
without even waitin’ to hear what
about it. There’s a few old bar flies
hopes maybe he’s repentin’ not givin’ out more beer and sandwiches.

Only his first five words were ever
heard. The bellow of approval them
people let out like to tore the roof
off, and it was five whole minutes be-

fore he could get a word in that he’d
like to be remembered to all their
little ladies, "long with the, modest
as he was, he had to confess it, the

noble sacrifice he was making with
his own body for the good of the
town.

Well, that surely did catch them
Democrats and send them for a
loop. Course they didn’t believe

he’d keep the pledge, so they ’pointed a committee from among ’em to
kind of sneak around and keep an

eye on him. Aunt Jullie says that is
like ’em, such big liars themselves,
that they can’t believe no one else.
But it’d be real meat for their grinders if they could catch Uncle Soc
back-slidin’.
But they didn’t get a chance,

I

can tell you. Uncle Soc was in the

“Yes, friends,” Uncle Soc repeats,

miseries for quite some days, what
with the thirst he got from all this
abstainin’. He’d be going along, tak-

“My conscious has caught up with
me—no, let me please finish. Last

why you could sure see it, his face

night I examined my soul,” he says

would

get real long

would

roll and

and

then

leanin’

forward

with

his

in’ or tendin’ bar when

all at once,

and

his eyes

he’d yell,

“Pardon,

eyes half closed and his voice a sharp

friends, but the thirst is upon me,”

whisper, “I looked into the murkiest
depths of my heart. No wait, please.

out by the street.

and head lickety-split for the pumps

The Exponent

Oh, it was famous. People come
from

ten miles around

be seventy-year-old by election time,

just to see

Aunt Jullie says. Aunt Jullie says he

see it yet, him a tearin’ out the door

was a Democrat, but a nice old man
for all that. Even Uncle Soc spoke
well of him.

Uncle Soc fight The Thirst.

I kin

with his face all contorted-like, with

a mob of people right on his heels,
and duckin’ his head in the horse
trough while some one pumped the
water over him. Why, all the business in town stopped right then and
there, and folks come a-runnin’ from

ever’ which

way.

And

when

he’d

soaked his head some, he’d look real

But him a dyin’ like that, just a
couple of days before election was
sure a God-send to them Democrats,

cause the day before the votin’ was
the day the Republicans was fixin’ to
have a big rally. Well, they couldn’t
now, cause them scalywags had got

weak and hold on to who ever was

closest, and look mournfully around
at the crowd, and they’d all murmur
sympathetically and shake their
heads. Save of course for them

sneering Democrats.
burn

me

to

look

standin’

away "bout four or five times every
day, he was aggravated by the thirst.
He nearly always got it in the morning when people was goin’ to work,
and at noon and five o’clock when
they quit. And he drew a pretty
decent crowd each time. People
sure felt sorry for him, and them

Democrats could see it was takin’
sheep right out of their fold, ’cause
a lot of the women-folk said they’d

much rather have their
to Soc Hardin’s than to
place. Women was real
the way that poor man
his conscious. So them

They tried
horse laughs,
real indignant
a man tryin’

to

do

men-folk go
just any old
touched by
suffered for
Democrats
something

all sorts of jibes and
but honest folk got
with them. Here was
hard to do the right

thing, said the women-folk, and then

them scalywags carryin’ on like that.
So they had to quit it, and this here
opposition was sure hard pressed
for a trick.
That is, they was until old Cap-

tain Mather up and died. Old Captain Mather was a town fixture. He
served in the Mexican War, I’ve

heard him tell it himself, but he
was too old for the last one, the
one between the States. Why, he’d
March, 1950

n't even come.

It was a shame, too,

cause there was a bunch of people
come from clear over around Barnsville just to see Uncle Soc get took
with it. They was gathered around
the pump all disappointed, so Abner

ed up for it. Aunt Jullie made me
wear them black satin pants and rib-

Soc got seized this-

had

He

gave the bar over to Abner Longworth and went back in the back
room to think on this awhile. He
just sat there and frowned and chewed his mustache and the thirst did-

one spent all morning gettin’ spruc-

no feelings atall.

knew they
quick.

Soc, he figured all

Well, the buryin’ was to be held
at one in the afternoon, and so every

their heads cocked to one side a
grinin’ nasty all over. They hadn’t
Uncle

Uncle

this and he really was stymied.

yelled out for them all to come in

there with their legs wide apart and

Well,

Well,

the

and have a drink, and maybe later
they’d see him.

Oh, it used to
at ’em,

most everybody knew the old man,
and the Democrats was havin’
last word before the votin’.

bon tie, and that hat with the tassle
Illustration

by

Dan

Zamorski

Captain Mather’s people (them
bein’ birds of a feather) to hold the
funeral at the same time a-day as
the political meetin’ and everybody
just had to go to the buryin’.
Wouldn’t be respectful-like not to.
Even Aunt Jullie says even Uncle
Soc ’ud have to go.

Oh, I tell you the opposition
was just tickled pink at the thought
of bustin’ up Uncle Soc’s rally. Why
they even sat up—I heard Uncle Soc

say—and had a beer party the night
before to celebrate it. And he said
Lem Wheatley had one
beer and got drunker’n a
and had to be sat on so’s
not get out in the street

actin’ the fool.

bottle of
hoot owl,
he would
and start

And they was plannin’ to make
a big talk while they had all the
people at the buryin’, too. They was
going to make right smart mention
of what a fine man Old Captain
Mather

was,

from him
wise man,
ful memory
to vote the

and

how

it all come

bein’ a Democrat and a
and how, out of respectto him, everybody ought
way he would of wanted

them to vote at the comin’ election.
They had gay plans, right enough,
and they might just work too, cause

on it. Dern, but I sure looked silly,
and it was such a warm day that the
lard from my hair ran down my
neck. But everybody else was all
slicked up too.

Aunt Jullie, and say,

you should have seen Uncle Soc in
that high collar and spats. He sure
looked gay. "Most too gay for a

funeral, Aunt Jullie said. But his
nose was sort of pale. I reckon there
ain't much wind, lately. I asked
Aunt Jullie at the funeral but she
just hushed me. Oh, well.
So when one o’clock came we
was all there, and I tell you it was
mighty solemn. Everybody nocked
off work for the day, and everything.

That was bad, in a

way.

They

wouldn’t have time to hear no
speeches tomorrow, just vote and
get back to work.
So they brung out the body and
the Wiester Sisters sang “O Lord,
| Come,”

and

“Bear

Me

Aloft on

Golden Wings,” and some other
song. Then Pastor Wentworth read
Scripture and spoke on what a fine

soldier

and

citizen

Old

Captain

Mather was.
I don’t know

where

Uncle

Soc

was durin’ all this time. I couldn’t
see him no where. But directly the
preachin’ and prayin’ was done, that
Page
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watery-eyed,

Lem

skinny,

black-coated

Wheatley comes forward and

says in a hollow voice, “Dearly Beloved, you may well mourn, for ours
is a great loss in him who is now
being borne aloft in that golden car,
the car that comes for each of us
in our appointed hour.” I wondered
while he was talkin’ if he was going
to get around to politickin’ like I
heard tell he would. Sure enough,
he did.
“Brethren,”

that

Lem

went on, “Brethren,
I mark greatness in
we see examples of
owe it to him to note

Wheatley

when you and
a man, when
his wisdom we
these examples

and to strive to emulate them.
think that all of us knew

I

Hosiah

Poor Uncle Soc and poor me.

I

able to brag to the other kids about
my Uncle bein’ mayor. But at the
rate that Lem Wheatley was a goin’,
and no time for the Republican
rally, it sure looked hopeless.
Lem

Wheatley through his nose, “in all
matters but with special regard for
this great country and our own fair
little city, let us pause and ask ourselves what course our late departed
friend would follow. And I think
we know. I think—” He never got
no

further.

Ned

Belvin’s

boy,

questioned Uncle Soc. “Amen,” answered the crowd. “For friends we
are not all alike in life. Some can

be strong and wrestle with

stout

hearts while others,” his voice dropped to whisper, “help them Lord,

they are weak. Amen, Amen.”
I just felt good all over. He had
‘em now and he’d keep ’em, and |
hoped Lem could not get back
again. But it wouldn’t matter if he
did. And no man can take the
speaker’s stand away from Uncle
“And let us say a few words in
closing tribute to this revered dead.
For self-

denial, friends, though rocky be the

did so have my heart set on bein’

on

would

reasons.

virtue, honesty, self-denial.

“must we praise his great political
acumen.”

went

tell them all to be of cheer for he

Amen?”

good

And let us indeed inherit from him

patriot; particularly,” here it comes,

friends,”

(Wheat-

had

Soc.

Mather’s judicious ways. He was
a pillar of the church and a staunch

“So,

each convince himself he

ley)

the

one that works at the telygraph of-

had ’em strung.
‘em

there

I reckon he held

a couple

of hours,

and

Aunt Jullie says she never heard
tell of such a speech he made then.
Why, when he got through they all
moved out of the buryin’ ground so
they could clap and howl without
no disrepect to the dead. Oh, it

of

Why
the

till eleven

o’clock

that night

gins to speak. “Ah, friends,” he
says real sad like, “I cannot tell what
cause our brother Wheatley had for

moaned
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kind

and

Wheatley

come

in

Uncle

square

and

stood

in

front of his

Aunt Jullie heard about it and come
down and took Uncle Soc home by
the ear. She said he shouldn’t do
that. She says it ain’t nice for a

mayor to fight.
with

Democrats.

only

does

them

She says not even
But

things

nose is real red—from

Uncle

Soc

when

his

the wind.

and

pine box comes Uncle Soc and be-

be

Lem

a meetin’ that it did not break up

Well them Democrats didn’t have
no more time to pull tricks. People
voted early next day, too, and most
of ’em came right over to the saloon
afterwards and had a free drink. And
them waiting in line for the votin’
booth got to see Uncle Soc fight the

let us

the Belvin boy deliver it from our

own telygraph office.

had down to Uncle Soc’s saloon
when it was all over. They had such

Uncle Soc stayed out that late often.

friends,

Uncle Soc sent it to him and had

speech. And man, the party they all

folks” and run out through the
crowd without nobody knowin’ just
what to think.

matter,

graph to Lem Wheatley when he
was at the funeral a tellin’ him to
get right over to the county seat,
cause there was a Philadelphia lawyer with some money from some
estate awaitin’ on him. Course there
wasn’t nothin’ to it, and they say

there wasn’t nothin’ talked
rest of that day but the

people would begin to think that

But no

‘They say that some one sent a tely-

was gay, I'll tell the world.

He just said, “Er, ’scuse me

sacred presence of the dead.

He did, too, and now I can really
strut it big with the other kids. And
boy is them Democrats burned.

house a-darin’ him to come out. But

And let me tell you he really

I mustn’t talk about how late it was.
She says it ain’t nice. She says

such a sudden departure from the

and vowed

went.

piece of paper in Lem’s hand, and
Lem got whiter than that there

Well, before people could get
around to finish with their surprise,
there was another rustle in the
crowd, and into the center by the

the booth was so touched they all
let out a cheer for him
he’d get their votes.

Soc’s saloon and said so too. And
Uncle Soc ran him clear across the

everybody went. But Aunt Jullie says

corpse.

Poor man,

road, is yet replete with noble joy.
Self denial, friends, in preparation,
say, for duties call is—” and on he

runnin’ up and shoved a

fice, came

win the struggle.

why that crowd waitin’ to get in

thirst several times. Say, it was pitiful to see the way that poor man
and staggered and dipped

his head in the trough. Then he’d
lean on Abner and look at the people

with

such

mournful

eyes,

and

SWING WITH SPRING
@U. D. Chorus plans to initiate
the post-Lenten social activities with
the “Spring Swing Dance” to be
held in the new Union Hall, located

on Jefferson Street, April 15, from
9:30 to 12:30 p. m. Music will be

provided
chestra.

by

the Elton

Dale

Or-

The proceeds from this dance will

aid the chorus in financing their
tours. So help a good cause by hav-

ing a good time.
The Exponent

Rebound, rebound in pounding plights with beating billows
surge,
In heaves, in sweeps, in rolling swells—’gainst rigid rock
diverge.

VL
How

Does

Your

Garden

Midst these unsonsy sea-strokes striking fury—one unfolds
Enthroned with grace, this steadfast base a tri-crowned
pontiff holds;
No majesty more blended, yea, no kingdom more secure,
No regal reign nor nation’s flame his storms and siege
endure.

Grow?

Rebounding, pounding, heaves and swells—unquelled the
waters roar,
‘“We’re free, unchecked, no God, no hell, thy papish love

Is brotherhood a thing to cast away,
A useless toy to gather mold and dust?
Should love for fellowmen and God give sway,
While hate and greed condemn the soul to rust?
Thus hate and greed will sprout where seeds are blown,
With jealous hands to fling them wide and far;
When first the germs of these contempts are sown,
They thrive in fertile ground of strife and war.
How simple
Of love of
To trample
And let the

it would be to plant the grain,
truth and goodness in each field;
out the grasping weeds of gain,
light of love augment the yield.

Who knows what hands will hold which seeds
The key lies with the planter, not the crop.
—Helen

abhor”
Peter’s seat our Father weeps, His hand in bless
uphold—
And answers gently Christ’s own words, “One Shepherd
and One Fold.”
On

Again

repounds

the

thrashing

surfs

in

violent

tumults

break,

to drop?

That faultless rock withholds the shock and anchors firm
in wake;
Again the pontiff’s lips respond, re-echoing Christ exhale,
“My Church this Rock, Ye loose and lock, hell’s gates shall
not prevail.”
Then list’ ye restless waters, end to end of earth ye storm,
Repulse your pride, and humbly
lie, at Peter’s feet

Duderstadt.

conform;
Thy troubled spirits rented, settle stilly, lulled, berests,
In gelid sheen thy caplets lean, chuck love-laps with their
crests.
—Raymond

Kacirk.

Our Guiding Star
In melancholy mood a youth awakes—
’Tis early morn, yet desolate and dark.
“Oh, is this lightless life my life?” he moans,
“Oh where is all the love I used to have?”
Why be afraid of doubt and darkness now?
The Morning Star will be your life and guide,
The star that shines so bright and clear
Amid the blackness of the early morn.
Before
Were

the earth
not

within

was
the

made,
sky,

before

long,

long

the stars
ago,

Before the angels sang and filled the heights
With holy joy in God’s most perfect plan.
This one so full of grace He
Before

One Fold, One Shepherd
(Tribute

to Our

Holy

Father

on, ye restless

waters,

on the anniversary

break

your

fury

’gainst

this

rock;

Such swells but rippling wavelets, nought its mighty piling
shock;
This

rampart
and raze,

from

its

roots

thy

sun,

a beacon

Thy charges, madden

tempest

’tempts

to

rock
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frenzy, frothy crests atop the waves,

sprit in vicious fit—to

night,

With purest light the morning star still shines;
A star of hope that fills the sinful skies
Reflecting light as yet so far away
Of Christ, the Son, who soon will fill the sky.
O Mary, Queen of Heaven, Queen of earth,
And Queen of all the universe, our Queen,
The cause of all our hope, our Morning Star,
We have no fear of night; we trust in thee.
—Joseph

Yet falling short is crushed and split, repulsed in scutt’ling
sprays.
That lash and
craves;

chose to rise

in the

This queenly star of morn He chose to light
Our paths and lead us on until the dawn of day,

of his coronation.)

Rave

the

merge

this mass

their

CLM

LLL

Scheibdle.

ALLEL
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Editerial

Comment

SECURITY ... OR IMPROVEMENT
@A

few years back the campuses

of the United

States were much different from now They were alert
and stimulated by student radicalism and protest in
anything from politics on down to the next student
dramatic production The reverberations of fervor from
rival factions filled the halls of universities.
At present the students are very quiet, apparently
accepting everything that comes along with either complacency or a despair-impelled apathy. The student is
without an educational credo or ideal. This is a most
disturbing development.
President Samuel Stevens of Grinnell College
makes the following statement, which I quote from
Western Reserve University’s Tribune:
“I find fault with the complacency which seems
to exist among students and faculty in most colleges

What about the youngsters? We do not expect a
change from them back to the radicalism of the Roaring
‘Twenties, but we must find our leaders from them.

Is it leadership then that we lack? Are we afraid
to think and act against a situation we do not like? We
must remember that each of us is a leader, or we would

not be in college.
Accept your position!

Can

we not mobilize our

intellectual, spiritual, and moral energies in even leading
away from the H-Bomb? Or will we be complacently
blown up?
Pec Kunka.

SECURITY ... AND

IMPROVEMENT

young people live during the formative years of their

@JIn reading over the editorial “Security . . . Or
Improvement,” we were fired to debate with the writer
on many of the points contained therein. This is not of
necessity the last word—Miss Kunka is entirely free, as
are other students and faculty, to contest what we

lives. . . . It is unnatural for students to be complacent,

have to say.

and universities in the United States. Educational institutions should be ‘dangerous’ environments in which

passive, and primarily concerned with security... .
There is too little agitation toward reform and improvement, too little organized effort among the students
which takes on the nature of public protest, or positive
suggestions of desirable changes.”
“When
national

and

one

considers

world

situation

how

desperate

our

is, it is incredible

really

that

there are so few focal points around which the intellectual, spiritual, and moral energies of students can
be mobilized.”
These observations are most assuredly applicable
to our student body. We find more concern about the

loss of that part-time job or the inability to cheat (yes,
cheat) on that last test than the more important concern for improvement.
The complacency in our situation is not matched
by any lack of gripes. We sit around and complain,

every one of us, but yet we do not see many people
doing anything.
Why are we this way, we students of today? Perhaps the great number of veterans that fill the school

Granted,

that a few years ago things were dif-

ferent on college campuses. Six, seven, eight years past
there were practically no males in many institutions of
higher learning—the potential Joe Colleges were wading ashore at Tarawa, or strafing trains outside Paris.
Four years ago saw a phenomenal increase in collegiate

enrollment, with a top-heavily-predominant veteran
group. And now the once-G. I. element is, for the most
part, gone on into the world; our present senior class is
the last with a preponderance

of ex-servicemen.

Yes,

things then were “much different from now.” But who
will say that those changes have been for the worse?
(Campuses) were alert and stimulated by student
radicalism and protest. . . .” Although rather narrowmindedly reflecting on this, we seem to recall that the
stimuli in those halcyon days came in the form of goldfish to be swallowed—“student radicalism” in all its
“é

pristine glory. The protest was, in all likelihood, reserved for the faculty to utter.
“Reverberations of fervor from rival factions filled

has caused this. They have fought a horrible war and

the halls of the universities.” Have you ever been in the
arcade around Election time for Homecoming Queen,

want to face a better, more secure life now, but still. . . .

when
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the Band parade and the R. O. T. C. snake-line
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met head-on. If the result isn’t “reverberations of fervor
from rival factions,” we don’t know what is. This is a

would you let it slip by unused?

into pledging on “Greek”
government reforms.

we did ten years ago, if as much. Always with us is the
slacker that will take the path of least resistance, wrong
though that course may be. But is that to imply that
all of us are cut from the same cloth? “Each of us is a
leader, or we would not be in college.” We will bet
a frazzled typewriter ribbon to the hole in one of
Brother Paul’s most obtuse doughnuts that at least one
of every three people buttonholed around the campus
would answer either negatively to the “Are you a

local example, it is true. Then consider the spirit put
campuses,

or into student

“The students are . . . accepting everything . . . with
either complacency or . . . apathy.” To anyone who is
familiar with the efforts of several University of Texas
students—who campaigned for and won seats in the
State Legislature, when they decided they didn’t like

the way the job was being handled—in promoting some
of the most beneficial legislation passed in that state in
years, this charge is smile-provoking, to say the least.
“The student is without an educational credo or
ideal.” This, in turn—to our mind—is ambiguity. Just
what could be suggested as a worthwhile ideal, other

than what is deplored later in the article
President Steven’s quotation:

(namely,

“It is unnatural for stu-

dents to be . . . primarily concerned with security.”
What should they be concerned with—counting the
buttons on teacher’s coat.) Why are we going to college, if not to learn a means whereby we may secure
ourselves in the future?
President

Steven’s

remarks,

insofar

as he has

no

adequate personal defense, we skip over—almost. In
passing, we would like to know his definition of
“dangerous.” Anyone who advocates placing “young
people . . . during the formative years of their lives”
in “dangerous environments” must certainly have a
much more watered-down conception of the word than
we do.
“We sit around and complain . . . but yet we do
not see many people doing anything.” No—and we
won't. Occurrences of spontaneous combustion over
large areas come few and far between. The American
Revolution was brought about by a minority, after the
Tories and the sunshine patriots were discounted. In
every movement that is undertaken, there is an excess
of “words, words, words.” If you want to get some

friends together for an evening out, they all say I’ll
come,” and wait for you to make the arrangements and

do the work. But they'll be there where the fun is
passed around. No matter what it is the talkers outnumber the doers every time.
One more point granted, that the influx of vet-

We

do not lack leadership now any more than

leader?” question, or, if he or she had any pretensions
to answer in the affirmative, the capacity for holding
that position would be recognized as nil.

Man is constantly striving to protect his future,
and to better his standard. The first—security—goes
hand in glove with the second—improvement. It is not

so much a question of which we will choose, but rather,
when will we begin using them together. For we can
have security . . . and improvement.
—JouNn KE ty.

PENANCE
© Penance, like prayer, is an important part of
every Christian life. We do only too often believe
that after having committed sin we have done enough
if we detest it. We consider it all fair and square with
God.
True, to detest sin is the first act of repentance,
but there remains the duty of reparation, and this
second act is not less necessary. There must be reparation for sin in this world or in the next. The notion
of penance includes some pain, and pain is repugnant
to our nature. We must face penance with courage
and perseverance. It is to our best advantage to do so,
for it is much better to suffer in this life than in the
next. The sufferings of this life, accepted in the spirit
of penance, not only pay the debt of sin but increase

our merit for eternal life.

The holy season of Lent, which we have half-completed, affords us a splendid opportunity of doing
penance for our sins and faults of omission. We must
remember though, that ordinarily God does not demand
great penances of us. He just asks for the little things.

erans has served to put a more serious aspect on learning. But let us not make it a funereal one “They fought

Things

a horrible war and want to face a better, more

giving him a helping hand when he needs one, cheering

secure

like

being

more

charitable

to

our

neighbor,

lite now, but still... .” But still WHAT? But still they
should raise hell? Simply because they were doing that
with the business end of an M-1 not too long ago is

has something for which to rejoice—in other words,
being a pal to our neighbor. Just think how much

the artillery. But still they should be class clowns? If
you paid for a college education with years of your life,

friends and Christ leading that Easter parade.
—Antuony Dirmore.

no reason to expect them to do the same now—minus
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him up if he is feeling blue, rejoicing with him when he

fuller our joy will be at Easter with more and faster
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HINTS OR MISS

Fourth day: Make sure that you do “not” see him
today—got to keep him guessing, you know.

@ Peculiar things are going on around the campus.
It seems that the members of the male species are

Fifth day: Here is the time you’ve been waiting
for. Meet him in the hall and as he leaves his class ask

getting very friendly all of a sudden. Why I even under-

stand that they have started saying hello to the girls
in the halls, and on a few occasions I’ve noticed them

female to engage in a quick conversa-

stopping some

tion before class.

him to go to the Turnabout! Simple isn’t—start checking those schedules!
In closing I would like to say that if any of my
suggestions are carried out, turnabout will be fair play!
—KaTE

I hate to disillusion you coeds, but there’s a
reason for all of this attention. The men are practicing

the same old tricks that you always use before each
dance.

Well,

TURNABOUT’S

fowl

play.

Now

I've

said it! Guess I might as well admit that this is nothing
but a little preliminary advertising for the “Turnabout
Tag” that’s scheduled for April 28 at Lakeside. The
Elton Dale Orchestra will furnish the music.

Here are a few ideas for you who are campaigning for your prospective king. I can think of a wonderful substitute for the candy kisses passed out by one

group last year . . . it would make for a more stimulat-

ing campaign

too!

I understand there are some girls on this campus

who are too timid to ask a fellow for a date to this

dance, simply because they don’t happen to know him.
Well, I have mapped out, especially for these unhappy
specimens, a five-day program that is guaranteed to do
the trick. First of all, you must find out the young
man’s schedule; from then on it’s a very simple matter.
First day: Station yourself in
front of his class room; when he
on the shoulder and say, “Hello,
He may seem slightly surprised at
it assures you that he won’t forget

the hall directly in
walks out tap him
what’s your name?”
your approach, but
your first meeting.

Second day: Again you meet in the hall as he
leaves class. This time stop him and say, “My name is
(state name) and I’m from (hometown). You may

DORM

CLARKE.

RAMBLES

@ Have you ever wondered what goes on inside
those high walls that surround most girls’ colleges?
Here’s the clue about those feminine institutions.
There is a good deal of “life on the inside” because
at many of these colleges “life on the outside” is severely
hampered by a complicated system known as—signing in

and signing out. Special tickets, color denoting cause,
provide the necessary pass key.
It’s really a very easy life. At 6:30 a. m. a bell

rings and all rise—if they hear it. At 7:15 a. m. a bell
rings and all walk

(never run)

to breakfast. Next you

trapse off to one of those wonderful dean’s assemblies
in which you are told to dismiss your guests (dates)
promptly at 10:15 p. m. (on Saturday night) and not
to smoke any place except on the tennis court. Then
it’s class time until noon, when a bell rings and all
go to the dining room, and woe be unto that lazy

frame which sits down before grace is said by the nun.
Now in some schools the food is good, and in
some it isn’t. No matter what there is to eat, it must

be eaten with the finest manners amid pleasant conversation. Pleasant conversation—yah—first you tell how

wonder why this information couldn’t have been given

utterly exhausted you are—of course, who wouldn’t be
after eight hours’ sleep? Then you talk about the news
from home and about Annie who got a letter from
Notre Dame! “Shop talk” and those horrible psych
tests are the most prominent topics.

Third day: Arrange for your meeting to take place

A mad dash to the “courts” for a “fag” before
class begins the afternoon. Dinner comes soon and the

and casually mention the fact that you forgot your
lunch money. He may not offer to buy your lunch,
but you’ve got to admit it was worth a try.

same subjects are rehashed with the same people. A few
songs with the girls climax the day before going back to
the stall (some of those rooms are rather small). The

the first day—well, after all, you don’t want to seem
“too” anxious.

just before noon, when you see him start a conversation
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bell rings and automatically radios are turned off so

too. Gorgeous takes pride in the fact that he has never
worn the same robe twice in the same city.

‘T'wo hours of boredom and letter writing, a social

After spending nineteen years in the ring, he has
his rollicking routine perfected, even to punctuating
his entrance with a special fanfare to the strains of
“Pomp and Circumstance.”

that you may conquer another impossible assignment.

hour

(a coke,

once)

make up the evening. Bedtime bell rings about

cigarette,

deck

of cards—all

in

use

at

9:30 p. m. and the lights are out at 10:30 or 11 p. m.
‘Then comes the “parade of the beads” for one hour

to make
night.

sure that everyone is safe (in bed)

All the rules are overshadowed

for the

by a wonderful

spirit of friendship. Living so near and having so much

in common, every one of your classmates seems almost
like a sister. These friendships are made for life and
span the country in every direction.
Not

only

human

friendships,

but

also

spiritual

friendships with God are strengthened and broadened

by the prevailing religious spirit that dominates these
students. They are constantly reminded of their religious duties.

Yes, it’s nice to live in this way, but U. D.’s spiritual
and “practical” education is tops.
—CHARMAINE

Marj Heyduck,

for her kindness

Women’s

in arranging

@ Influence of women

Herald,

this interview.

can be seen everywhere,

al-

though some, pardon the expression, men will be quick

to deny this statement. One particular case of a man
employing feminine tactics, in order to gain national
recognition, can be found in the personage of wrestling’s

SERUTAN boy, Gorgeous George. Lovely blond curly
hair has typed him as one of the modern-day Sampsons.
In an interview, Gorgeous

George

seriously con-

fided (hmmmm) in me that his tuxedo-attired valet
disarms his audience, opponent, and referee with the
enchanting spray of Chanel

(number?).

His fashionable hairstyle is neither the work of
nature, nor TONI . . . he prefers to put his hair up
every night with Georgie Pins (gold bobby pins to you
novices). After combing out those lovely locks, an invisible hairnet is relied upon to preserve that “natural”

look while he’s earning his meal ticket.
This “corpus delicious” does not mind admitting
the ownership of a fabulous collection of more than
ninety robes. He was stunningly attired that night in a

black velvet number

with a gold

sequin

checkered

design on each sleeve, and gold sequinned scrolls
decorating the front . . . all this and a gold silk lining
March, 1950
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® One hears taste referred to constantly . . . “she
has good taste,” or “her clothes are in excellent taste,”

or “her taste is simple but smart,” but what is good

taste? What makes a dress, a room, a hat in good taste?
‘The answer is inevitably, YOU.

Your

taste in clothes, furnishings,

friends, reflects

your own personality, modeled and molded somewhat

as completely different from all other individuals as
they are from you, your taste should reflect yourself,
not a blurred image of someone else. The fashion designers of today are wonderfully taking this matter of
individual differences to heart.

of thanks is extended to

Editor of the Journal

sand ounces of masculinity make up an “Unforgettable
Character” in anybody’s Digest.
—Mary E. Nacre.

in the trends of the times. Since you are an individual,

Hitcerorp.

COVER CURLS
Editor’s Note: An expression

Closing the door on this interview, I feel certain

that with “no holds barred” those more than two thou-

‘Three years ago, with the innovation of the “new
look” we were all told to lower our skirts, crop our hair,
regardless of size, figure or age . . . today you can reflect
your own individuality in your choice of clothes. This

spring, fashion runs the gamut . . . from the sleek “little

boy look” all precise in starchy collars, cuffs, little boy
caps, checks to the “lovely maiden fair” in her flower
trimmed bonnets, full bell-like skirts, softly feminine.

In the final fashion anlysis, accessories are the true

you! Many of spring’s newest looks are achieved most
effectively and individually by means of accessories. In

spring it’ll be smart to wear more of the important
costume accents . . . jewelry or flowers plus scarves.
The white accent is ultra important . . . in collars, cuffs,
flowers, and gloves. Patent leather or red bags and shoes
add the perfect extra touch for costumes accented in
white.

Remember to choose accessories to coincide with
your size, personality and outfit. Never separate one
from the other, for when you do, the overall effect
you want to achieve is lost.
—JANE NyHan.

CL MULL
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THE EXPONENT SALUTES
THE UNIVERSITY

OF DAYTON

to the eyes of alumni and faculty.
In 1947, the newly-introduced girls’
Drill Unit helped bowl over Bearcat

BAND

Cincinnati by doing a cat face with
blinking eyes. The next year brought
the Dayton Band even larger ovations, for the presentation of the

By Elbert Darr

“St.

@ “Presenting the University of
Dayton Band and Drill Unit. . .”
Since September, that opening has
been a familiar one to all who have

attended football and _ basketball
games, parades, or numerous other
activities presented on and off
campus. You have witnessed many
tricky formations, snappy marching,
and musical highlights that will be
remembered for years to come; there
has always been something in every

program

that

leaves

the

Dayton

booster with a pleasantly-proud feeling.
How many people will forget the
familiar running entrances to the
gridiron, the trumpet fanfare, the
fast takeoff down the field? How
few times has the Flyer Band failed
to rule over the half-time programs?
Have the music-makers ever been
remiss in backing our teams all the
way? Most of you already have the
answers to these questions. But
how much do you know about the
Band itself? The answer to this question may be found in the Music
Room, for it is here that energetic
minds go to work to solve the problems and to plan things pleasing to
the public eye and ear. But first,
perhaps you would care to know a
little bit about the Band. Here’s a
quick review of its history.
The

University of Dayton

dates back

in local musical circles, the group
progressed fairly well and gradually
grew in size and importance. By

1918 the Band was making regular
appearances at our athletic and other
events. At the time of the dedication
stadium

in

1925,

people

noticed that there were some hornblowers

and

tubthumpers

making

letter formations all over the place.
Page 20

OGNITION!
Brother Vogt resigned in
and Mr. Maurice Reichard

1929,
(how

formal can you get?) took over the
whip—baton, that is—which he has
held ever since. Right off the bat,
things began to happen. Typical in-

cident: for the second game of the
’29 season, the Band travelled to
Detroit. Some of the members went

sightseeing

across

the

river

into

Canada. One of the group was a
young man from Guatemala who
was having a fine old time—untl
the time came to get back to Detroit. Seems that the immigration
laws prevented him from entering
this country. After some eleventhhour pleading and explaining on the
part of Director Reichard, the lamb
was returned to the fold.
In
Band

the years

that

rolled

honor

up

while becoming

followed,

the

after honor,

one of the strong-

Louis

Blues

March”

routine;

the formation of a Xavier musket
with girls for bullets; and the
“Dixie” program for Chattanoogans.
This last gave them national recognition. Added luster was achieved
in 1949 with the “Blues In The
Night March.” Indicative of the

Band’s fame, plus some formidable
press-agenting by
Fred Freauf, was
it in Portsmouth
to Huntington

trumpeter Fearless
the reception given
as it was en route
for the Marshall

game this past year. The three
busses loaded with Reichard’s Ramblers had a police escort to a restaurant which was decorated especially for them, and then to a high
school stadium where approximately

a thousand people had waited to see
the Flyer Band rehearse.
The Band is well known for the
speed and snappiness shown in moving into and out of formations, as
well as for its perfectly-executed
“Company Front.” In the past four
years, such appellations as “the best
small-college band in the country”
and “the band second only to Ohio
State” have been received. These

praises are worked

for. The Band

practices three or four times a week
to perfect even the most minute de-

tails, and is a shining example of
cooperation in every way.

to 1904, and was organ-

Doing its part on the campus and

the

Immediately
following this, the
Band was requested to make out-oftown appearances. At last . . . REC-

Band

ized by the late Brother Louis Vogt.

of

these was the 1946 Home-

coming show, which brought tears

est social organizations on the Hilltop. Every year it made “foreign”
trips, taking by storm Athens, Oxford, Toledo,
ton, Detroit,

Cleveland, HuntingKnoxville, Delaware,

and the New

York’s World’s

Fair.

Travelling was cut out in 1942, due
to the national emergency.

Made up of students from every
department who like to make music,
membership is open to anyone. The
only requirement is an affinity for
music. And now comes the commercial. If you would like to join
the marching or concert band, do
any one of these three things: 1)

Trot around

to the Music

Room

and talk it over with Mr. Reichard,

been

2) Contact any Band member, 3)
Call FU 5988, or extension 35 on

many “thrill programs” memorable
for bandsmen
and audience alike.

instrument, we can use you; if you

Since

the war,

there

have

the campus

phone.

If you

play an

The Exponent

can’t play one, we will teach you;
if you’re just curious, come on over
and we'll convince you.
Music played by the Band goes
from the long-underwear class to
ragtime—from the ridiculous to the
sublime. With Maurie Reichard directing, the Band could make music
with fourteen harps and a cannon.
When

he raises

his baton,

the

U.

of D. tune-twisters spout music that
will not be soon forgotten. (This is
said with a certain amount of tongue
in cheek. )
Officers of the Band include Ray
Rieger, President; Dean Matheny,
Vice-President; Jerry Schmidt, Treas-

urer, and Ken

Morrissey, Publicity

Chairman. Assisting Mr. Reichard
with the directing chore is Nelson

would like to roll out a slightly dog-

ing, inspiring story of the humble

eared WELCOME

Dominican

mat for Ralph

McGehee. It must gladden the heart
of the new line coach to settle down
with such a distinguished shamrock
element as we have, after coming
from the land of such unimpeachable

Hibernians

as

Bertelli,

Mast-

rangelo, Boley Danciewicz, Zygmont
P. Czarobski, and a foreigner named
Terry Brennan . .
Saw some workers out in our tanktrap parking lot t’other day. They
were filling the tiny holes with
gravel, bridging the small ones. The
large craters were being carefully
sorted and catalogued according to
size—can’t ever tell when you'll need
a nice,

big,

round,

deep

hole

for

Harper—you know, the little man in

somebody’s parking lot. Yessirree—
the Age of Improvement . . .

the red-and-blue uniform who is in-

Not that we are desirous of high-

variably left waving his baton frantically from the opponents’ bench
as the Band turns to the south
stands to play the school anthem.
The marching band has sixty-four

members
one

theoretically, and all but

or two

of that

number

in ac-

tuality, at any given time; the concert

Band

flits

from

fifty-five

to

sixty-five, with sixty as a safe figure.
Four years ago Alumna Bonnie
Winklman organized the Drill Unit,
which at present is composed of
sixteen girls, to assist in topping
off some of the more difficult Band
formations. Since there are no girls

in the marching

Band

itself, the

Unit gives those who wish a means
of contributing to the Band’s success. Without the Drill Team, some

of the Band’s best programs

could

not have been carried to effective
completion.

Blues March”

Both

the

“St.

Louis

and the “Blues

In

The Night March” are ample proof
of this.

THE EDITOR MUSES...
@'Top o’ the mornin’

to yez, and

Erin go bragh. Perchance the Irish

accent might secure us a post-graduation job with our coaching staff.
While on the latter subject, the staff
March, 1950

some

things

must

Joyce

Rhoads

(favorable,

that

be told. Seems
purchased

in

the

like

to

house,

asked,

see

something

—JOHN
e

in

you

Quick like a bunny, Joyce answered,
“Yes—an elephant.” Yak, yak, yak. . .

Daytonian

editor

Peter

(Simon

Legree) Kuntz, by judicious applica-

tion of the whip to the backs of
Lizas Hennessey,

McMahon,

Leist,

and Kelly, hopes to have the yearbook ready for distribution by May
21. Having seen something of it, we

can promise that it will be larger and
all-around better than in previous
years. The string attached to the
deal is that it will be so only if the
students cooperate in the patronship
drive. It’s your book, and your efforts
NOW can make it or break it for
this year and in time to come.

What'll it be? . . .

In speaking of the future (near or
otherwise), allow us to insert a plug
for “City of Kings,” to be presented
at the Art

Institute

March

17,

18

and 19. The University Players are
going all-out to make this production even better than last year’s tre-

mendously-successful “Lady of Fatima. You’ll want to see the touch-

e

KELLY.

e@

(Note: This is a revision of a certain article currently being passed
around Dayton offices.
A few
quick changes and — presto! — it
fits U.D. students so well that we
couldn’t resist giving you a few

is)

hose?”

of

MEMORANDUM
TO ALL STUDENTS

a pair of

“Would

love

Gotta go now — important St.
Pat’s engagement at the Double K.
with a name like Kelly, we should
let the Kockenlockers drink up all
the suds? See you.

that

shoes in a local store. The clerk,
anxious to ply Joy with everything

placed

Funny, how St. Patrick’s Day
brings out the Irish in people. Hawaiian George Oshiro claims that
he’s really a son of the auld sod—
says his name should really be spelled “O’Shirough.” . . .

lighting certain people, but there are
which

who

neighbors before love of self . . .

chuckles.)

“It has been recently brought to the
attention of the administration that
many

on

students

duty

for

son at all.

have

been

apparently

dying

no

Furthermore,

while

good

rea-

the same

stu-

dents are refusing to fall over after
they are dead.
THIS
PRACTICE
MUST STOP AT ONCE.
“On and after January 1, 1950, any
student found sitting up after he or
she has died will be dropped from the
rolls at once without any investigation,
under Regulation No. 28, Section 8.
“Where it can be proved that the
student is bexng held up by a desk or
typewriter, or any other support which

is the property of the university, a
half semester of grace will be granted.
“The following procedure will be
strictly adhered to:
“If, after several minutes, it is noticed that a student has not moved or
changed positions, the instructor will
investigate. Because of the extremely
sensitive nature of our students and
the near resemblance tetween death
and their natural working attitude, the
investigation will be made
as to prevent waking the

quietly
student

so
if

he or she is asleep.
“Tf

some

doubt

exists

true condition, the ringing

as

to

their

of the bell

will be the final test. If the student
does not rush out of the room imme-

diately, it may
she is dead.”

be assumed
—TULA

that he or

VARDALIDES.
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The

WANDERING
WESTWARD
(Continued

hens,

from

coneys,

I must

re-

turn to more serious thinking. Daypage

6)

bob-cats,

and

even

man.”

THE

no Westerner could do without—
hot-cakes. And I mean we had hotcakes. The cowboy who prepared
breakfast would fry them in big
iron skillets. Dishes on a pack trip
two over the edge of the plate. He
would also fry bacon, eggs, trout,
the day out right, you really need a
breakfast like this.

is

a

double-down sleeping bag and a
teepee. This teepee is not of the
American Indian variety, with the

hole in the roof for the smoke to
escape; it is a seven-by-seven canvas
range-tent that sells for thirty dollars, can be rolled up and tied on
the saddle, and

from

angle. As long
to the fact that
more in our
Lenten-tide, all

page

THE GLAD

is standard

gear for any Westerner.
We spent four days by Lake Soli-

as we close our eyes
we want to love God
progression through
we'll be aware of 1s

sorrow. This lop-sided survey is the
ance we must do for our imperfections without examining the value
(God) we receive for the relatively
insignificant price (penance and
mortification) we pay. This would
naturally lead us to detest Lent! And
we would really be spending our
energies futilely were we to contemplate our mortfications as necessary but detestable acts. To the contrary, we should carry through with
them, viewing only the end we shall
achieve—a_ greater spiritual happi-

ness.

_pater-

The lesson we can learn from this
is not to think of our mortifications
as an abandoning of some physical

series

or material pleasure, but rather as a

being Lake Misty Moon. We selected another trail for our trip down

substituting of the supernatural
pleasure of loving God for the pleasures of nature. In this fashion are
we happy, because we don’t give a
second thought to our renunciations
but we do come to rest in the consideration of our love for God.
We can see this more lucidly, perhaps, by sketching an example. If
we receive a gift that doesn’t meet

tude, riding over the hill to view a

string

of

noster

lakes,

greatly-renowned
the

first of the

the mountain, and camped an extra
day beside Medicine Lodge Creek
for some fishing. Our leaving the
mountain wasn’t any too soon, for
one day the sky clouded over and
the snow began to fly. Here it was
the middle of August! On our way

down

we

passed

Shell

Meadows,

Little Battle Creek, and a very desolate spot known simply as Boulder
Basin.
And now everything is silent and
snow-covered. I imagine the elk and

deer are having

difficulty

finding

feed again this winter. They have
probably traveled down the mountains to the foot-hills and are rob-

bing the ranchers’ haystacks. This
is their favorite practice in the severe winters months; the result is
usually a 30.06 shell through the
neck, and then some rancher’s family
has fresh venison
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for supper.

with

natures with their imperfections will
dull at no time throughout the year
for the practice of mortifications—
dying to ourselves that we may live
more fully in God—has no choice
but to gain momentum when once
caught in the tremendous and irresistable magnetism of the Spirit of
Love.

8)

result of considering only the pen-

and make plenty of coffee. To start
equipment

SAD AND

(Continued

are tin pie-plates and consequently,
the cakes would droop an inch or

sleeping

me restless,

and I feel like a walking Fitzpatrick
Travellogue. But, “Go West, young

Of course, for breakfast we had what

behind

tells me

dreams like these make

bear. Trout streams are abundant
and furnished the bulk of our dict.

The

Bulova

our delight, we take it to the

exchange counter at the
something that does suit
In this case, we give up
yet without any sorrow

store for
our tastes.
an object,
in the re-

linquishing of it, for we are happy
with the prospect of receiving some-

thing far more pleasurable to us. It
is not a giving up but a substituting
for a better thing!

The real spirit of Lent, therefore,

TOO

MANY

(Continued

We

from

cannot

DEGREES
page

4)

let man’s

great

spiration and interest is lost, and
when those are lost even great nations crumble. When man’s talents
are used

to their

fullest

extent,

as

they were in the days of the Renaissance and
Leonardo
de Vinci,
geniuses arise that the world wonders at for generations later. Arts
must not be for liberal arts majors
only.
Colleges must face their challenge, and graduate a more wellrounded person than we have now.
Real education does not give merely
a way to work, but a way to live.

If our colleges, to which we now
turn, continue to provide too many

degrees and not enough educations,
where then are we to seek?

MICROCARDS—
(Continued

from

page

8}

saved, not in small quantities, but
to an almost unbelievable extent.
The expenses of the library will be
cut to a fraction, at least in many

departments.

afforded

the

The

scholar will be

materials

he

needs

when he needs them, because even
the smaller library will be able to
handle the immense supply of materials that he needs.
Microcards are destined, as it
seems to this writer, to be the next

step in the series we were considering at the beginning of this article.

A step, which like all the others,
builds upon the previous steps, and

is not all sadness and sorrow, for it

in

once conceived in this true aspect,
the idea of mortifying our human

above all, gives new power

integrally contains hapiness. When

ca-

pacities go unused. If we do his in-

some

instances,

perhaps

very

many, replaces former methods, and
creative genius

of the human

to the
race.
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PARADE

“Tea for Two”’—the Heidelburg
“Mule Train”—Bill Lange’s car
“The

Old

Master

Painter’—Ginny

MacMillan
“T’ve Got a Lovely Bunch
nuts”—Joe Gavin
“Bamboo”—the

Business

of CocoaAnnex

“Bibbidy Bobbidy Boo” — Foreign
Language Courses
“Why Don’t You Behave?”—Spike
Stachler to Betty Ann
“Some Enchanted Evening” — the
Senior Farewell Dance
“Skyscrapers” — Tom __ Blackburn’s
quintet

“Till the End of Time’”—Cafeteria
Lines
“There is Nothing Like a Dame”—
Joe Banister
“Sailing, Sailing’”—Lyn Showalter
“It’s so Nice to Have a Man Around
the House”—Jo
“Just My Bill”—Toey Oldiges
“With
My Eyes Wide Open I’m
Dreaming”—Rae Lou Knuth
“Closed for Repairs” — the Field-

“The Right Girl for Me” — Sam
Mellas to Connie
“Absence Makes the Heart Grow
Fonder”—Miss Reyst
“An Old Shanty in Shanty Town’—
the SUB
“Charlie Was a Boxer”—Chuck Cacciopolli
“There’s a Chapter in My Life Called Mary”—Ernie Weideman
“His Feet’s Too Big for the Bed”’—
Tony Kramer
“Dizzy Fingers’—Typing Class
“Parade of the Wooden Soldiers”—
the ROTC
“The Johnson Rag”—sure hate to do
this, Thalia
“It Was Just One of Those Things”
—Sandy Shapiro
“Bewildered”—New students
“I’m Started Sweetheartin’ Again”
—Jim Leist
“It’s a Lonesome Old Town”—Campus in the Afternoon
“Little Girl”—Ray Munger to Cindy
Smith

“The Last Time I Saw Mary’—Russ
Scott
“Margie”’—Pete Kuntz
“Ask Anyone Who Knows’”—when
you’re stumped on an answer
“Are You From
Dixie?’ — Kate
Clark
“Mickey”—MecMahon,

“Sunrise

natch!

Serenade’”—eight

o’clock

class

“A Thousand Violins’ — the band
tuning up
“Ball and Chain”—the Engineers
“Ain’t She Sweet”—Pat Radican
“Diamonds
Are
a_
Girl’s’
Best
Friend”—Claire Boland
“You Don’t Have to Know the Language’”—Ariel Rodrigues and Pat
“Siesta”—Lecture Class
“IT Only Have Eyes for You”—Bob
Schaeffer to Mary Lou
“You Were Meant for Me’”—Marty
Youngman

and

Al
—TULA

VARDALIDES.

house

“Don’t Shove—I’m Leaving’? — the
Seniors
“My, How the Time Goes By”—Free

QUESTIONS
A

If you locate me, you’ll see this modern age,
Add a furry friend who lurks upon the back page.

Periods

“It’s

a

Great

Monk?
“Riffin’

at

Feeling” —

the

Isn’t

Ritz”—coffee

it

B

Where the dogwood grows you'll find me too,
Believe me, solver, I’m pale in hue.

and

What’s the smoke that satisfies ? Simple as A B C,
Look at the frame’s initial lines; its slogan is in 1, 8, 3.

donuts in the cafe
“There’s a Great Day Comin’” —
Graduation Day
“Love Letter’s”—Grade sheets
“California, Here ! Come” — Pop

ANSWERS WILL APPEAR IN THE
NEXT ISSUE OF YOUR MAGAZINE

Dunn

“Baby Face”—Rosie Razzano
“Where Are You”—Answers during
a quiz

Hearts

and Gentle

People’—

U.D.

“I Wanna Go Home With You”’—
Annie Griffin to Dale Babione
“The
Old
Oaken
Bucket” — St.
Mary’s fountain.
“So In Love”—Joanne Johnston and
Ralph Carmuega
“Speak Low”—When you give quiz
answers
“Blue Champagne” — Bro. Paul’s
grapejuice
“Smoke Gets in Your Eyes’”—the
Women’s Lounge
“Johnny, Get Your Girl”—Anne Utz
“There’s No Business Like Show
Business”—U.D. Players
“Sweet
zak.

Sue,

Just

You”—Rip

RULES

FOR

Know,

I Know,

I Know’

the

“Brains”
“Dapper
Dan” — Danny
O’Brien,
o’course
“How High the Moon’”—typical quiz
question

“A Perfect
March, 1950

Day”’—No

classes

MAGAZINE

CONTEST

LAST

MONTH’S

ANSWERS

& WINNERS

BARBARA

B

is “‘Ara”; hearty is “hale.”
THE FIGURE 4, is made by the manner in which the

HALE.

An arrow is a “barb”; a constellation

:

Stork’s legs are crossed.

C

Janas-

—

HUMOR

A

MULLINS. To heat and spice is “mull.” Add taverns
(inns) and the whole answer becomes Mullins,

“I’m a Bigger Man Than You”—Bob
Deming
“Back in Your Own Back Yard’—
Helen Vlahos
“I

CHESTERFIELD

- Identify the 3 subjects in back cover ad. All clues are in ad.
Submit
on Ch
rfield
PP
le to this publication
office
First ten correct answers from different students win a carton of Chesterfield Cigarettes each.
Enter as many as you like, but one Chesterfield wrapper or facsimile must accompany each entry.
Contest closes midnight, one week after this issue’s publication date. New contest next issue.
Answers and names of winners will appear in the next issue.
All answers become the property of Chesterfield.
- Decision of judges will be final.

DWP re

old

PNM

“Dear
Good

CONTEST WINNERS
‘The following were winners in last month’s contest:
Jim McDonald, Edmund Myers, Thomas Lauer, Steve

DeVol, Hugh Miller, Robert Eberts, Jay Russell, Anthony
Arnold, Richard Lieber and John Bland.
Put

your

answer

in

an

envelope,

mark

it

Exponent,

“Chesterfield Contest,” and drop it in the campus post office.
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ANPUSD KUIFWS
More

poetry

so

...

“Twas in a restaurant
Romeo and Juliet —
He had no dough
Ons Ss
Romeo’d

what

chievous

called:

that they

to pay

met,

the debt

Julie-et.”

@We know that the thing you
love best about this column is the
so here goes.
up-to-date news,
"Round about a month ago, Omega

FLASH!—More recent news! Another Junior Prom has come and
gone—gone the way all good Junior
Proms go, into scrapbooks and
Queen

Anita,

a

York way, the only reason Dayton is
called the City Beautiful is because
it gets washed every day. Cheer up,
friend; “showers bring flowers.”—
Harold Moots really should switch
from

Business

to

Education;

ber of the personnel, Thalia Johnson.—T'wo guys the gals would like

enter-

to see more of: Jerry McBride and

tained occupants of nearby tables
with lively Hungarian songs.—
Noticed that Tom Tracy invited

Roy Begley.—Jim Walsh wouldn’t
mind having Joyce Rhoads for his
leading lady off-stage as well as on,
but who wouldn’t? Joyce is quite a
popular coed now that she’s no
longer going steady —Nickname
Paula Shay “Myrtle” henceforth.
Seems she has a pen name just for
sending telegrams. Was the return
“greeting” by any chance signed
“Sampson?”—Want to know the
secret behind the gleam in Ann
Davis’ eyes? There’s a special fellow
in Cincinnati, Frank, who could provide the answer.—George O’Shiro’s
bug for photography has taken a

Lou

Cannarozzi

Mary from Columbus. Fine looking
couple, we must say.—Joe Zaleski
and his Louise were in a world all
ther own. Kind of LIKE that gal,
don’t you, Joe?—Bill Coocher and
his favorite gal, Pat Radican, missed

nary a number.—All
dance.

in all, quite a

Recent episode in a history class:
Bill Kehl dropped his pencil; after

picking it up and starting once again
to take notes, he claims he lost 650

years of history. Can this be true, or
just a “slight” exaggeration, Willie?
—Froshs Ernie Koerner and Barb
Payne have been seen together in
the downstairs cafe lots of late. Just

back

seat,

table the night of the Prom. Players

BRE 2

seen together were Bill Hulsopple

28

now

that

a certain

—At a recent Hangar, Pauline Spring
had the misfortune of losing her
heel (of her shoe, that is). To the
came

Stan

Kurdziel,

lending a helping hand in (ahem!)

embossed

Schrimpf has a certain Jane in Rich-

late

mond

every last, thrilling minute

but

later evidence proved that the mis-

Page 24

Chem

to each other, huh?—Charlie

singing “Charley, My Boy.”

who

fixed it in a jiffy. Yes, sir, that boy’s
“a great big bundle of joy.”—New
campus combination: Gee Byrd and
Jim Leist—While doing his student
teaching, Dick Dutro was confronted with the question, “Which was
the first president to wear long
pants?” What Dick wants to know
is—where do these kids get all their
questions?

John Kelly. The latter two were accused of distributing match books
and Thelma,”

red-

head is the object of his affections.

rescue

certainly held true for the Players’

“John

hear

agreed and both had a WONDERFUL time.—During the lull at in-

Charmaine

miniature doll in white, the night
of February 17 will always be remembered as a_ star-studded one.
Escort Jimmy Meyer was proud as
PROUD
could be.—“Birds of a
feather flock together.” This proverb

and Almy Culp, Sandy Stevens and
George Daly, Thelma Romer and

Didja notice, Czis has another burr?

Voluntary or compulsory, Emery?—
According to some fellow from New

he has a special interest in a mem-

date

termission,

All who were there will agree that
the Jean Jamboree at the ‘Towers
was one of the gayest shindigs in a
long time. Plaid shirts and blue jeans
were the vogue; “shows to go you”
that everybody likes an informal affair. A combo provided the rhythm
and keeping pace with it were Sue
Pohlmeyer and Dan Palmert, Gloria
Cacchione and Joe Malloy, and
Jackie Pohl and Tom Pohlabel. Pat
Delaney more than surprised people
with her rock of a ring; turned out to
be a gag—here’s water in your eye!

For

to

Hilgeford

loud;

again rang the bell with a jean dance.

memories.

little favors belonged

somebody’s parents.—Matt Hoefler
assisted Lawrence Welk with band
duties while gal Pat danced with the
vocalist. Matt’s big chance—but he
didn’t seem to be too happy about
the whole affair—Committee member Don Cosgrove’s praises for the
Champagne music were long and

So

we
news.

conclude
Hope

our

bulletin

you’ve

of

enjoyed

of it.
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White Villa

QUALITY CANNED FOODS
SOLD

BY

OVER
WHO

1,000

OWN

COOPERATIVE

RETAIL

THEIR

GROCERS

Company
BUTTER,

EGGS

and POULTRY

1425

Linden —

OWN

WHOLESALE

GROCERY

KE 4178

20 S. Jefferson —

WHITE VILLA GROCERS,
DAYTON,

The Joe O. Frank

Inc.

AD

900 W. Third —

3091

AD

7997

OHIO

WE

FIT EVERY
OF

Best Wishes of

THE

MEMBER

FAMILY

David Margolis
Class of ‘23
and

THE METROPOLITAN

CO.
The Dayton Heidelberg
Distributing Co.

“Lady

Gorden

Ice Cream

BORDEN RED WING ICE CREAM CO.

133

E.

STEWART

ST.

Distributors

Gibson and Roma Wines
Bavarian and Van Merritt
Beers

Telephone ADams

9290

748 S. Main Street
Telephone FUlton 9166

L. M. Prince Co.
Opticians
117
DAYTON

FUlton 5371

ARCHIE

SHERER

—

Office

Furniture
—

a

OHIO

Street

OHIO

COMPLIMENTS

OF

— Shelving

— Visible Systems

— Safe - Lockers

Ludlow

COMPANY

18-20 South Jefferson
DAYTON,

South

Filing Supplies

CHARLES R. BROWN, 0.D.
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“TWELVE OCLOCK HIGH’

JASPER T. CARTER,

)

“‘Chesterfield pays the top price to get
the very best mild, ripe tobacco.
+» \4Chesterfield has been my Burst
‘Sc
for over 35 years.’
BLANCH,

N. C.

y)
CHESTERFIELD Contest See Page 23
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